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PREFACE

The ci rcums t ances which brought about the archeological investigation described
in this report are unusual. The fiye properties on the Fraunces Tavern block
were threatened with demolition for several months before the Conservancy
acquired them in :-Iayof 1978. The purchase ","asmade possible wi th the assis-
tance of The Vincent Astor Foundation and Warner Communications, Inc. The
buildings are part of a designated historic district in lower ~Ianhatt.~n
which comprises a single block, located on Pearl ~nd Water Streets betw~en
Broad Street and Coenties Slip. The Conservancy's properties face the Slip,
and are located on the site of what is beiieved to be the earliest landfill
in ~ew York City. The buildings, vernacular commercial structures built as
warehouses beginning in the 1830's, ~nd expanded throughout the nineteenth
century, are currently undergoing restoration. The Conservancy selected a
develoRer who has signed a long-term net lease for the buildings, and is
converting them to ~partments on the upper floors and co~"ercial space on
the ground floor. In early 1982. the apartments will be ready for occupancy.

The Cpnservancy sensed that a 'great and rare opportunity to learn about the
daily lives of early ~ew Yorkers existej when the buil~ings were vacant and
a developer was being sought; Our plann ing for the dig began when we had
secured the properties. An historic structures report completed by The
Ehrenkrant: Group in "1979 described the rich cultural resources which may
have been beneath the buildings; and recommended that further archeological
investigations be carried out. The Conservancy raised funds for the ,archeology
project, and sponsored ~be_dig beneath the most stable of the five buildings,
34 Water Street!64 Pearl Street, in the early spring of 1980.

The New York State Council on the Arts prOVided $4,000.00 to match a grant-in-aid
of $4,970.00 awarded to.the Conservancy and administered by the New York State
Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation. We are very appreciative
for the"support and cooperation of these public funding sources. In addition,
~e are proud of the excellent efforts of the consultant team, led by Nan A.
Rothschild and Arnold Pickman.

New York Landmarks Conservancy
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INTRODUCTION

Background, (figure 1)
64 Pearl Street - 34 Water Street is a six story trapezoidal brick

building, built in 1858 and located in lower Manhattan, New York City, in

a block bounded by Pearl. Broad and Water Streets and Coenties Slip. The

block has been designated an Historic District and is listed on the :"ational
Register of Historic Places. It comprises 16 structures, all dating from

the early to middle 19th century, except for one late 19th century struc-

ture. The best known building, ·the Fraunces Tavern, is an early 20th

century reconstruction of an 18th century building.

In 1979,' the New York Landmarks Conservancy and the Sons of the

,Revolution. owners of 'the majority of these structures, were planning the

restoration of the eastern half of the block (those on the western half

having previously been restored). Since the restoration would ne~essarily
involve some disturbance of the original ground surface on which the
buildings were constructed, known to be very early land fill, the Landmarks

Conservancy recogni~ed that there would be an impact on potentially signifi-

cant archaeological resources. Therefore, they contacted one of the authors

'(1)
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(~. Rothschild) to arrange an evaluation of some portijn of the ~r~hJeologi-

,cal·deposits to be affected.

.1"1-.eplans available at the time of excava t ion (Juc obs , .la t cd 2/19/80

and conver s at icn w it h Alfred Wen -) indicated that the only ground distur-

bance ~ould t ake place in limited portions (see ;~i3.ns) of the bas ement s of
•

the buildings fronting on Coent~es Slip. rnsta11ation of an elevator and

two chutes in an existing air shaft and structural repairs to facaJes ~ould

cause this disturbance. Opt ina.lly , archaeological t est irig s~0:l1J have t ak en

place in these ~reas. Ho~ever, the consulting ar~hitC'ct, l~~c~bre H. ~.

Prudan, thought thRt thd conditian of these structures ~ade thcm unsafe far

excavation. Bec~use 64 Pearl Street was adjacent to the area in~which the

greatest ground disturbance woul d occur and was st ruc tura lIy sound , the
test excavations we~e placed in the basement of this·buildi~g.

The test excavations were first planned for Spring, 19':"9.1.$ part of

a field ::JethC05 cour se being taught at Hunter College. P.0,..ever , due to
.• -_!

various problems, the project did not get underway until a year l~ter,

~~rch 1980. At this time, it was no longer feasible to incorporate the

project into 3 field class. Therefore, excavation was carried out by a
crew of "experienced archaeological excavators under the direction of Arnold
Pickman. Dr. Nan A. RothischHd was the principal investigator for this,

project. The project was sponsored by the New York Landmarks Conservancy
and funded by the Sew York State Council on the Arts and a matching grant-

.in-aid fro~ tne Historic Preservation Fund of the Department of the Int~ri~~.

(In New Y~rk Scate, the matching grant program is administered by the Divi-

sion of Historic Preservation within the State Office of Parks and Recreation.)

I
'I
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I
I
I
I
I
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Research Focus

It was considered appropriate to investigate the archaeological

deposits by me~ns of several small test cuts, rather than excavation of

a large area. The latter approach could provide data on any earlier

structures present in the easte~ half of the block or any sub~surface

archaeological features present in former backyard areas. However, an

important consideration was the need to preserve archaeological resources

in this Historic District which would not be i~acted by construction

under the existing restoration plans. Opening large excavation areas

did not seem justified given the relatively. small area which would be

disturbed to any depth. We therefore decided to make the focus of the

project the nature of the fill itself. We believed that the small scale

excavations planned would provide this type of data.

Research questions asked of excavations such as these are somewhat

different from those considere~ for excavations which take place on

original ground surfaces. Since 64 Pearl Street is known to be built on
landfill, a series. of questions about the composition and nature of this

fill as well as the date or dates and processes of filling- seemed most

significant. We also considered that two other types of cultural material

might be present on the site in addition to the fill. Structural remains

of a·documented earlier building (and another which is more ambi~uously

documented) on the site was one possibility. Another type of archaeological

deposit would consist of builder's trenches, trash heaps and other concentra-
tions of material from the existing or earlier structures. The excavations

were designed to recover information from all three types of cultural remains,

as discussed below;
A number of specific questions were considered which we hoped to answer

(3)
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by means of these excavations. Some of these were related to the history

and morphology of the site: How many buildings existed on the site prior

to that built in 1858? hnat was the extent of the structure kno~n to

predate the one built in 1858 and when was it built? "nen was the fill

deposited? How was it deposited (was cribbing or any other special tech-

nique used)? ~nere. precisely, was the original shoreline?

Anthr~po1ogical questions were also considered: ~~at was daily life

like (as seen in the archaeological r~cord) for inhabitants of this block

in the 17th century, and how has it ~hanged through time? In particular,

are there c~anges in diet, technology. trade or refuse disposal patterns

(Bowen: 1975, Kardas and Lar-rabee 1972; Sch.if'fer 1977) that can be ob-
served through analysis of material "recovered from either fill or post-fill

deposits?

Archaeological Significance of Fill Deposits

The pctefitial of fill as an archaeological resource is $Tadually
being realized (Salwen 1978). The influence of national and international

events (e.g. change from COlonial rule and the opening of the Erie, and

Delaware and ~udson canals) would be expect~d to affect archaeological

material found in fill or other deposits. The rate of adoption of innova-

tions (new cerareic styles, nails and tools. for example)" would also be
reflected. One might expect such changes to occur more quickly in this

location at the very center of import-export shipping activity than in

outlying or rural areas (Salwen, Br~dges and Rothschild 1980). A cumula-

tiv~ body of comparative material with which to answer such questions is

gradually being gathered by historical archaeologists while models for the

interpretation of these data are being developed (South 1977; 1978).

(4)
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Questions can be asked that are specific to the occurrence of the

filling itself. Since. the making of land by filling represents a statement

as to the value of the land, one can expect to see reflections of cultural

processes in the choice of areas to be filled. Land filling is a signal

that there is something happening on, or projected for, the adjacent land,

Theoretically one shoUld be able to determine the important activity centers

in a community by noting where the first land was made. In this case it is

significant that the first area to be filled in Manhattan was the two block

area at the soutlierntip (Dukes Plan 1661; Miller Plan 1695), adjacent to the
heart of New Amsterdam and early New York, and the location of the first
TownHall, or, Stadt Huys.

The composition and sources of fill may raise other interesting ques-

tions. Fills are known to have.been composed of a variety of ma~erials,

including, at Liberty State Park, old locomotives. However, all laws of

common sense and energy conservation suggest that people will use the

closest available suitable material·, It seems likely that some of the

earliest filling of the East River shoreline, which occurred in front of
the State House, came from an adjacent hill (Innes 1902). One may also

be able to infer broad cultural or social conditions from material found

in fill. For example. Kardas and Larrabee suggest that ~hen fill has

little building debris in it, one can assume "frontier" conditions (1979).

This statement may be too simplistic ;we need to know more of the whole

cultural system of refuse disposal practices before making such an assertion,

but hypothe~es such as these can be tested using fill and other supplementary

material,

The cultural material within fill represents an accumulation of

material from a given period of time in a given area. It is material

.~

, (5)
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without provenience, as material in a midden OT dump is without provenience,

but .it can be very informative if it can be dated and analyzed as "a slice
of life" from a particular point in time and space.

Documentary History: Background

Before excavation, documentary research was undertaken for several

purposes. One w~s to place the 'building in historical perspective, and to
consider the changing land use patterns in this area. The other was to

get as much detailed information as possible on land transfers, the number

of buildings on the lot over time, their sizes, functions, and any altera-

tions involving the basement or foundation.

~1ost of this' research was done by Pruden & Burditt for the Historic

Structures Report (1979) prepared for the Conservancy as part of the New

Yprk State Division of Historic Property requirements for restoration

funding. Some pre-excavation documentary research was also done by

Roberts (1979). The two reports used a variety of primary and secondary
-sources: Stokes (1915-1928) and other similar compendia; New·York City

Tax Assessments, Land Records, "Department of Buildings Records, Minutes

of the Common Council, and Abstracts of W~lls. Most of this information

has been summarized in th.e Historic Structures Report. We will outline
it briefly, and describe that which is relevant to our research questions

and archaeological purposes in greater detail.

The southern tip of Manhattan was the focus of New Amsterdam. Fort

Amsterdam, most important commercial buildings (those of the West India

Trading Company), the Stadt Huys, and th~ greatest concentration of popu-

lation were ~11 located within three blocks of the tip (Castello Plan·1660).
A great deal has been written of the early development of New Amsterdam and

(6)
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New York (Albion 1939; Bridenbaugh 1968; Disturne11 1837; Cresson 1912;

Flick 1962; Harrington 1964; Lockwood 1976; Lossing 1884; Rater & Livesay

1971; Wilson 1893; Van der Zee & Van der Zee 1978). Lo\O:erManhattan

seems always to have had at least a partially commercial function. In

the 17th century, both in New k~sterdam and New York, residential and

some commercial structures were found along Pearl Street; in the 18th
century, o",ners often lived above their businesses, while in the 19th-

century, either purely commercial buildings or structures combining a

series of apartments above a commer:ial main floor were common.

The entire area was linked most closely to the development of
various forms of transportation. Even though Pearl Street was no longer

on the water front after the 17th century shore line filling discussed

below, it was still involved in activities related to commerce. In later

periods Pearl Street was particUlarly noted as a dry goods and hardware

center (Disturne1l 1837:12-13).

Before l82ij~he maj~r form of transport was by ship, .and most shipping

was t.raris-oceardc (Johnson ms ,J n. d. :14)':" Whlie" shipping" remained a domi-

nant activity after this time, much of it now related to domestic commerce

as well a~~trade with other nations, especially during the War of 1812 and
after the opening of the Erie and the Delaware and Hudson canals in 1825

and 1829 (see Prudon & Burditt for a fuller discussion of these events).

Later events such as decreased trade duri~g the Civil War, co~petition with

other shipping routes (on the Gulf and West coasts), and the development of

train transport affected the state of southern Manhattan as a port. The
volume of trade was reduced, and the center of transportation was shifted

to the West Side of Manhattan where "practically every important railroad

in North America has a terminal in New York . . . at the most desirable

(7)
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locality" (Cresson 1912, cited in Prudon & Burditt 1979:9).

This extensive development of the West Side of Manhattan continued

into the early 20th century. The East Side retained a pattern of mixed.,
land use until the late 1940's when it became dominated by Xew York's

financial district during a post-war period of affluence and construction

(Prudon & Burditt 1979:10).I
=1
I
I
I
I
I

Docwl1entary Research: The 64 Pearl Street Lot

Subsequent to our archaeological excavations, we carried out additional

documentary research to supplement that contained in the ~istoric structures

report. This provided a more complete picture of the history of the filling

of the lot.
Prior to 1686 the south side of what is now Pearl Street was the East

River shore line. The first indication of land-filliT~-~activities on the

block on ~hich 6~ Pearl Street stands is provided in the Minutes of the

Common Counc il, Although not recorded until ~1ay 4, 1688, it ",'ason September

15 J 1686 that the c ity surveyors were ordered to survey and layout lots J

:'~.,.~.

"beginning f'f rorn ye '\\'eigh house to ve Ci tty Hall . ; . Eighty -foot Iong into
the Dark and about four and t\Oentyffoot broad Jeav ing sufficient space for

ye Str('('t... also to layout ye street Ranging \oo"ithyeHere Graft. "

(1905 vo l. I: 195-196. original spelling retained). The reason for the lay ing
out and sale of the~e lots was to raise money to pay the debts of the City

gov ernnent" (Stokes I :17i. 1918). The des irab.ilLty of this location is

reflected in the fact that inhabitants "ere willing to purchase these water

lots, wh i.ch required filling, rather than move to available land further

upt own , (figure lA)
Al though t hc Hi storie Structures Report stat es that "t her e seems

I
I
I
·1
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to be no record of the' owne rs to whom these original lots (the water lots)

were.sold" (Prudon & Burditt 1979:4). we were able to locate the original

water lot grarit s i.n the City of New York Topographic Bureau. Six water

lots were sold between wha t is now Broad Street and Coenties Slip. The

grants are dated November 19, 1686 except for the easternmost lot. The

latter grant is dated December 18, 1686. As reflected in the sur~eyorsl
.Jorders referenced above, each lot was eighty feet in length. The east-

ernmost lot, granted to the Governor, Thomas Dongan, ~nd sold by him to

,Frederick Phil1ip~e in 1688 was.forty five feet-wide and lias bounded
Han the west by the lott of Peter Jansen ~ressier, on the north by the

Streete (and) on the east by the vacant ground and whar-f'e before the City
--(r~.

HalL" (Grants of Land Under 'Water Liber A: 12-13). The land on which 64

Pearl Street now stands was granted, therefore, to the above mentioned

Peter Jansen Messier (usually spelled Mesier). The grant for this 28~

foot wide lot gives the eastern boundary as the lot grant~d to Thomas

Dongan, the western boundary as the lot granted to John Hedrix Bruyn.

and the northern boundary (as was the case with all the grants) as "the

Streete" (Grants of Land Under Water Liber A:IS-17).

We assumed that the eastern boundary of the Dongan lot as given 1n

the. grant was coincident with the-present western side of Coenties ·Sli~.

This assumption is supported by a modern map (Brom1y 1991) which gives

the present lot sizes. The lot on the southwest corner of Coenties Alley

and Pearl Street has a Pearl Street frontage of 45' 11". eleven inches

greater than the original water lot. The next three lots to the west

have the same 28~ foot frontage. The two lots closest to Broad Street

are 1 3/4 foot smaller and ~ foot greater, .respectIve ly, than the original

water lot frontages. Since the 17th century and mod~rn boundaries of these

(9)
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six lots are practically the same. we can say with reasonabl~ certainty that

the ori~inal grantee of the 64 Pearl Street lot was Peter Jansen Mesier.
Each water lot grantee supposedly filled his own lot (Prudon & Burditt

1979; Kardas···andLarrabee 1977:22). The water lot grants do not contain

any specific req~irements for the individual owners to fill the lots. How-

ever. subsequent ~ater lot grants do have such requirements. In addition

the ~linutes of the Common Council (1905 vol. I:225) for June 14. 1691

record an order to the owners of the water lots to fill up "all Vacant
holes and Spaces."

The first .structure recorded on the block wa~ built by Frederick
Phillipse, probably on the lot at the corner of Pearl Street and Coenties

{

Slip. which he acquired from Governor Dongan, An entry in the Minutes of

the Common Council dated August 4, 1688 (1905 vol. 1:200) orders him to
build h'is house "Square upon the Wharfe .•. the Said house is to be built,

twenty ffhe foote broad: rounding twenty ffive foote to the Old Dock."

We have no firm evidence about the transfer of title to the lot on

which 64 Pearl Street now stands immediately subsequent to Mesier's purchase

of the water lot. However. we do know that by 1700. the lot had been

purchased by Frederick Phillipse~ who also owned the adjacent lot to the
east, and that a house stood on the lot by this date. Frederick Phillipse's

will, dated October "26. liOO, left the 6~ Pearl Street property and the

house st~nding on it to his son Adolphus Phil1ipse (PeJletreau 1892:369-374).

The sketch by P.E. du .Simitiere of about 1769 shows what is probably this

building next to the original house built in 1689 by Frederick Phi11ipse on

the conler lot (see illustration Ii, Coenties Slip Historic Structure Report).

TheTPfore. the first structure on the 64 Pearl Street lot was probably construct-
ed between 1689 and 1700.

Beforo cont inui ng wi t h t hc history of the 64 Pearl Street lot it is
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important to discuss the extension of the water lots which took place in

1692. On November 26. 1691. the Common Council ordered that water lots

be sold which would extend the "eighty foot lots previously sold an addi-

tional 2S feet into the dock (~1inutes of the Common Council 1905 vol.I:256).

The owners of the existing lots were to have rights of first refusal on

these 25 foot extensions. The width of the extension lots as given in the

grants indicates that the water lot extending the on~ originally purchased

by Peter Mesier was bought by Jacobus (van) Cortlandt (Grants of Land Under
. .

Water. Liber A). This suggests the possibility that Cortlandt had bought
~:,

the Mesier property prior to the sale of the extension lots~ although it

is possible that Mesier still owned the northern property and. declined to

exercise his right of purchase. The former interpretation is str~ngthened.

however. by the fact that in October 1691. prior to the sale of the 25

foot "extension lots, a report to the Council noted that "Mr. Cortlandt" was

.among those having failed to complete his wharf fronting "~ Lott" (Minutes

of the Common Council (1905 vol. 1:251). Since Cortlandt (not to be confused
wi"ii(Stevaillls"van "Cortlandt', 'an'original "water lotpurcnaser1rwas not~'among"" .... ~~<'

the or~ginal water lot grantees, it is likely that he had purch~sed the

original water lot from l-bsier prior to its acquisition by Phillipse. A

transfer of land between Jacobus (van) Cortlandt and PhilJipse would not be
surprising in view of the fact ,that the former was Phillipse's son-in-law

(Pelletreau 1894 vol. 1:369-374).
Sometime subsequent to the entering of Frederick Phillipse's will for

probate in 1702, and prior to 1740, his son. Adolphus. must have transferred
the property to his brother-in-law Jacobus van Cortlandt t because the latter' 5 '",

will transfers the present Lot 25 (64 Pearl Street - 34 Water Street) to his
daughter Mary. married to Peter Jay (Pelletreau 1894 vol. 111:307-310). If

(11)
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our assumption that Mesier sold the land to van Cortlandt is correct-and

if Pelletreau correctly identified the property left by Frederick Phillipse

to his son Adolphus as 64 Pearl Street, then it seems that the property

was transferred from the van Cortlandt family to the Phillipse family and
back again.

Three other transfers of ~he building and its site took place before

the present building was constructed. In 1789 the Jay heirs sold the property

to Bernarda~ Swartwout (N.Y.C. Land Records, Liber 46:105) who sold it only

two months later to Leomontis Noe (N.Y.C. Land Records. Liber 45:552). f-inally

in 1856 the Noe heirs sold the property to Harry Seymour and Malvin C. Burrell

(N.Y.C. :and Records, Liber 714:377-386).

A second building may have replaced the 17th century structure erected

by Frederick Ph~llipse prior to the 1858 construction of the present building.

"The building shown in the d~ Simitiere sketch was probably also demoli~hed

in the late 1820's or early 1830's and replaced by a bri~k structure. Tax'
,---

assessment records for the property show an escalation in value ($3.000

between 1829 and 1830) similar to that assessed on ,other properties in the
block when new ,buildings were erected. Contemporary descriptions of t~1C

area further confirm that by the 1830's virtually all of the 'Dutch stylel

buildings had" been demolished" (Prudon & Burditt 1979:20, based on Disturnel1

1837:12). The 1858 building was probably considerably larger than the pre-

vious st~ctUTe on this lot because the tax assessment figures went frem

$15,500 ($8,000 for 64 Pearl Street and $7,500 for 34 Water Street) to

$28~OOO (Ne~ York City Assessment Records).
No known major structural changes relevant to our arc~aeological

findings were made subsequent to construction. Many transfers of ~wnership

and some changes in the use of the building occurred in the years subsequent
..
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a depth of 63 inches below the surface of the basement floor. This test

yielded eleven inches of medium brown sand and black sandy silt and "five
additional inches of black and bro~TI mottled sandy silt. The black and

mottled soil yielded faunal material. including mammal and fish bone. fish

scales and oyster a~~mussel shell fragments. as well aS,smal1 pieces of

~ood. mortar and plaster fragments. Fourteen small pieces of leather and

a nail fragment were also recovered. Between 43 and 56 inches another

I
I
I
I
I

~ayer of sterile. reddish brown sandy soil was ·encountered. At 56 inches.

a stratum of silty clay containing wood and shell fragments was encountered

and at a depth of 63 inches what appeared to be a large beam prevented

further excavation with the post hole auger.

A third auger test was placed to~ard the rear of the lighted area.

approximately 70 feet from the front of the basement. This test encountered

dark brown sand to a depth of 38 inches beneath the basement floor. At this

depth a layer of black silty soil ~as encountered and tested to a depth of

48~inches. It was' not possible to test ~eyond this depth because the post
I."·,,",,,,~,,-",,,,>,,,,,, hol'e' ~ligeT'was "bioC1cedby' a dense deposd f "of"l-afge oyster' she'l l's'. This'·

I test produced a greater yield of artifacts and faunal ~aterial than auger

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

test #2. Most of the material came from the hl acl. silty soil below 38
~~i.~""

inches. Artifacts included bottle glass, a wrought nail, pipe stems. a ceramic

fra~ent and a marble. Yellow brick. red brick, mortar, and wood fragments

were also present. The deposit also contained fish and bird bone. fish scale.

oyster shell fragments and whole valves, and a few claJilshell f'ragments,

The results of the pr:liminary auger testing suggested that the fill

deposits may have been stratified and that at least one stratum-contained -

substantial concentrations of organic material and artifacts. Also, there

appeared to be variability in the density of material in the areas tested.

(14)
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to its construction. However. the listed occupants "ere mainly merchants

with the exception of a hotel "hich remained in business for only a year

(N.Y.C. Directories and Assessment Records).

II

FIELD ~lETHODS

Prior to the conduct of the test excavations in the basement of 64

I
I
·1
I
I' used, to break up the thick basement floor.
'. :<":"",~ '·'~1t,-l!·:tti~~·~"'·~·'-d1fficuit;tas~:'·''onc'e~'the br ick arid

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Pearl Street. we decided to place a number of auger holes in order to obtain

preliminary information as to the nature. depth and variability of archaeo-

~ogical deposits. In general we concentrated on the east side of the base-.

ment ?ince the area of greatest planned disturbance in the basement of 1

Coenties Alley would occur closest to that part of the 64 Pearl Street

basement.

The auger ho 1es wer e made wi th a variety o.:f~t.oo1s . A j ackhammer was

As discussed below. this proved
concrete was'removed; 'a two~,~;

person. six inch diameter gasoline motor driven power auger was used to

extend the tests another foot or so until the auger's maximum depth was

reached. A four inch diameter, hand driven post hole auger was used to

further extend the depth of the test holes.
e'.~

Auger test II was placed ~,feet west of the east ,wall and approxi-

.mat ely 7 feet from the front of the basement. After penetrat~ng only some

five inches below' t:he basement floor. this, test encount er ed Iarge rocks

which prevented further excavation. Therefore. we placed auger test 12

further from the east wall and closer to the front of the basement at the

northern ~dge of the. lighted area. We were able to test at this location to

(13)
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Therefore, we decided to place test excavations near the 'locations of

auger tests #1 and #3 in order to more accurately and extensively test

the fill deposits at these locations. Test cut (TC) A (figure 2) was located to.
the scuth....'est of auger test #2. This test measured 4 "py 4 feet at the

surface. of the basement floor. although. as indicated by the profile

drawings, the actual size of the excavation below the floor.was slightly

smaller than this. TC C was located at the same location as auger test

#3. The auger test was enlarged to make the test cut, ~hich measured 3

by 3 feet. The auger test was thus present in the south portion of the

test cut. All debris wliich filled the auger test as the floor was broken

up fOT the test cut was carefully removed and discarded as each stratum

was excavated.

W~~~spected that the rocks which prevented us from conducting auger

test #1 may have been part of an architectural feature. Therefore, TC B was

placed at the auger test location in order to expose any such feature. TC B

measured 5 feet by .3 feet at the surface of the basement floor. with the long

dimension running north to south. However, below a depty of 38 inches the

dimensions of the test ..were reduced by about a foot in the north-south direc-.
tion and about 6 inches east-west in order to support several large rocks

'"
...hi ch wer-e pro t ud ing into the square.

TC 61 is ~n extension of TC B. The southernmost 2 feet of the latter

excavation were extended 3 feet to intersect the east wall of the basement.

TIlis extension was made to expose the foundation of the present structure

and to detect any possible underly.ing architecture.

Each test cut was excavated by "natural" strata. ¥ihere a stratum was

more than 4 inches in thickness each 4 inch level within the stratum was

excavated separately. All of the soil (with one exception) removed from

I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
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each level was screened through 1:£ Inch mesh. 'Because the time allotted for

excavation was approaching an end, only. 50% of the soil removed from one of

the levels in Ie C was screened. All artifacts, vegetal and faunal materials

recovered were bagged separately for each level.
:-~

The upper "strata" of each test actually consisted ~£ the basement

floor of the building, which is discussed in the following chapter. This

floor was broken up using a jackhammer, and the loose brick, mortar and

other materials.shoveled out of the square. Samples of these materials

were taken, however, and are available for analysis. All other soil was
9.

shove Led out of the test cuts and screened. Large concentrations of mortar

and brick from below the floor; and coral from TC B, were weighed, sampled

and discarded in the field. All of the bagged artifacts and vegetal and

faunal materials were removed from the site to the ~aboratory. Appendices

to this report present in tabular form the results of the analyses of these

materials.

Upon the completion of excavation, profiles were drawn of all four
wa:ffs"~~f'eacli-te~t-cut; ·;·Smali soif samples were t'aken 'from 'the va£fou5 "';~~.

strata of each test cut. Additional, larger samples were taken for flotation

from those strata which y:ielded substantial s.nount s of organic material. _,

Several unique problems not uS:lally faced by archaeologists were en-

countered in the conduct of this project. The East River occupied the locus

of the tests ·in the 17th century. The present surface of the basement floor

is now approximately 5 feet below the surface of Pearl Street. The bottom

of our test cuts was thus some 11 feet below Pearl Street and near the

present water table. Fortunately. until the end of the excavations water

was only a minor problem. The water which seeped slowly into the test cut

was periodic~lly removed by using a small electric pump. Pumping was facili-

(16)
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tated by first excavating a corner of the test cut to a given excavation

level. This corner then acted as a "sump" into which the pump was lowered.

Pumped water was discharged by hose onto Water Street. Shortly before the

end. of the proj ect, however , drainage following a very heavy rainstorm re-

sulted in a rapid accumulation of wat er in the test cuts, with a foot to a·-

foot and a half of water accumulating in an unpumped square, necessitating

more frequent pumping. Fortunately, most of the excavation work "'as com-

pleted when this occurred.

Another problem was created by the need to "water screen" some of the

soil removed from the test cuts bec1use the damp organic soil tended to

adhere to materials in the soil matrix, making the identification of

artifacts and floral and faunal remains difficult. After loose soil

passed through·the screen in the usual manner and large items were removed,

the remaini~g material was ·washed to remove the adhering soil. In addition,

each test cut contained a stratUlD of silty clay, as discussed in the

following chapter. Artifacts and other materials were embedded in this
ciaY~>·'Whfch Wotii"dnet pass through" the screen .: A" stro.ng 'jer of water .

was used to "blast" the clay through the screen, leaving the artifacts,

stones and other material.
In order to accomplish this water screening, a hose was run into

the basement from a hydrant on the corner of Water Street and Coenties

Alley. A 50-gallon steel drum ~as placed at some distance~from the test

cuts so that spilled water would not drain into the excavations. Soil

was wet screened over the drum. with an electric pump in the drum pumping
the water out to Water Street and into the New York City storm se\o;er

system. Both water and soil were washed through the SCreen into the

drum and dirt accumulated at the bottom of the drum. We found thatele-

(17)
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vating the pump a foot or so above the bottom of the drum with cinder

blocks avoided clogging the pump, and the soil which accumulated on the

bottom of the drum was periodically dumped out. This be1ow.ground level

water screening system worked quite well although rain gear was needed
by those doing the screening.

The other difficulty involved 1n this project was due to the fact

that the excavation took place in Narch. The combination of chilly temper-

atures and water screening created considerable discomfort for the excava-

tion crew. This· was alleviated to some extent by using a large kerosene

heater. Although there was ventilation -in the basement, the heater had to

be used sparingly to ~void a build-up of noxious fumes in the confined

space.

III
TEST EXCAVATIONS - STRATIGRAPHY

Test Cut A (figure 3)
The topmost 24-25 inches of all of the test cuts consisted of the

basement floor of 64 Pearl Street. Its const. uction Is the same at all

of the locations tested and will be described here. The topmost 11-12

inches of the basement floor consist of three courses of brick laid in

mortar. Sample bricks measured 2!:z"x 3!z1l x 8". Mortar wtderlies the

third course of brick and immediately below is a layer of asphalt or tar,

~ to ~ inch thick, followed by a layer of slate, 1/8 to % inch thick.
Beneath the slate, a thick layer of concrete extends about a foot to a

depth of 24-25 inches.
It is probable that the thick concrete layer topped with slate repre-

(18)
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sents the o~iginal basement floor of the present mid-19th century building.

The thickness of the concrete may be related to tRe depth of the basement

and its consequent dampness and possible water seepage. The layer of tar

and three brick courses were probably ~dded at a later date and most

likely represent an additional effort to deal with the problems of dampness

and seepage.

Immediately beneath the concrete, a thin layer of light brown sand

containing a large quantity of brick, wood, mortar and other rubble was

excavated. This could represent the remains of an earlier floor or rubble

from the demolition of an earlier structure on this location. The presence

of machine cut nails and the absence of wire nails in this rubble indicates

an early nineteenth century deposit~on. Another layer of mottled light and

,< darker brown '''SandY''silt'unde1'laythis·lighter:-soH."','·Da.teable artifacts ..''''' ..-c' •.•.

.include early 19th century· types, such as a whiteware sherd, and a sherd of

earlier delftware.

Beneath the early 19th century debris, the earlier fill was encountered.

All of the dateable artifacts ·asso~iated ~ith this material·are consistent

with a late 17th century deposition. A layer of brown sandy silt began at

a depth of approximately 26 to 30 inches and exte~ded to a depth which sloped
downward from approximately 38-46 inches in the north part of the square to

approximately 53-56 inches in the south. This material contained few arti-

facts and comparatively little architectural debris (e.g. brick~ mortar,

stone), faunal or vegetal material. At the base of this stratum we encountered

what appeared to be a layer of black silty sand with dark brown mottling which

began in the northeast corner of the test cut and sloped do"~ward to the

south. This stratum contained a considerable amount of organic material and

artifacts. Upon examination of the t~st cut profiles 'we realized that the

(l9)
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I soil below the semi-sterile medium brown silt did not represent a single

mottled stratum. Rather, there were several lenses and pockets consisting

I
I
I

of essentially three t}~es of soil. A lens of dark bro~n-black silt was

present in the north wall of the test and it may have been this soil ~hich

yielded the dark organic material sampled by auger test #2. In the north

wall of the test cut, the bro~~-black s~~l was overlain by a mottled layer
and underlain by a lens of medium brown sandy silt similar to the uppermost

I
':i I;"~;:

I
I

layer of fill. The lenses of dark brown-black and medium bro~~ soil only

extended 1 - l~ feet south of the north wall and the remaInder of tne test

cut consisted of the mottled soil. That these distinctions were not noted

as we excavated was probably due. at least in part. to the relatively poor

artificial lighting under which the excavations were conducted.

The deposits of fill ended at a depth of 56-61 inches. At this point.

a deposit of gray silty clay was encountered, sloping downward slightly

I toward the south. This stratum undoubtedly represents the 17th century
•• --;'....'. 1.- ..;-....:.· . : . ,'. -'~"

. bottom of the East River. The clay contained fewer artifacts than the
·I:,···,~;r.;:,·-e ~,·-.,,· •••,.;.:.,,,,:~y,.(-,,.,.~1.' ''', "",~,,.':' -'.' . .• '~"'.' 0: ",' ·c;:.,~~ ;',., . ···'U·· ">""":. ,. """""":'';''''<'''~ov~rlyi.ng·fill, but relatively more shell, brick, and wood includJ..nga _. -~:.- ". ."-
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number of large boards. planks. rocks and large pieces of brick. A iarge

plank ran diagonally across the southwest c~rner of the test cut at a

.depth of 63.~nches. slightly below the top of the clay. We drew a plan
view of this debris before removing it, but no patterning was noted. The

clay in TC A was 5-8 inches thick.
Because this was the first of the test excavations to reach the base

of the clay, we continued the excavation another 11-16 inches. The soil

consisted of various lenses and pockets of gray. brown and gray-bro~~

mottled soil varying in texture from clayey silt to silty sand. Only one

artifact and some debris and faunal material was recovered from the top

(20)
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of this soil with the final levels yielding only a few shell and brick

fragments. From the bottom of the test ~ut at 79 inches, we used a post

hole auger to probe an additionaly 30~ inches. The soils encountered were

sterile and ~ppeared to be similar to those encountered in the final exca-

vated levels. The material below the clay seems to represent various

strata of the original river bottom.

Test Cut B (figure 4,5)
Ben~ath the basement floor, we excavated a thin layer of light brown

silty sand containing mortar and rubble. This layer did not show clearly

in the profiles, however, and could be interpreted as a mixture of crumbling

concrete from the base of the concrete layer combined with brick chips from

the breaking up of the basement floor. However, two nail fragments were

excavated with this layer, along with the mortar, wood and brick and shell

fragments. This indicates that the deposition of this material probably

occurred before the pouring of the concrete floor, possibly in connection
with the hypothesized 1829-30 building noted in Chapter T. Beneath the

light brown sandy soil a thin, 1 inch layer of dark brown sandy silt overlay

a layer of rocks encountered at a depth of ~6-29 inches. The dark bro~~

soil above the rocks contained six diagnostic ceramic sherds ~hich date the
deposition of this soil to the early 19th century. Thus it~s not part of
the 17th century fill. It should be noted that the top of the rock layer is

at approximately the same depth as the top of the fill deposits excavated in

TC A and C.

We, excavated two courses of dry laid stones with a third course present

in most of the test cut. It was these stones which prevented the completion

of the auger test at this location.

(21)
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Each stone course was excavated separately and the soil which lay

bet~een and beneath the stones was screened separately for each course.

The soil matrix among the stones was similar in color and texture to the

soil Imned i.ateIy overlying the stones. Some lighter colored soil was also

present beneath some of the stones. Artifacts present in the soil matrix

surrounding the stones suggest the probability that their deposition pre-
.'

dates the 19th century constructicn episodes represented' by the current

basement floor and the underlying rubble layer. Diagnostic artifacts include

three delftware sherds and a wrought nail. In addition, a white shell

tubular "wampum!! bead was found beneath one of the stones in the first

course. This may indicate an early, probably 17th.century, deposition

of these stones. The base of the stone courses occurred at a depth of

32-36 inches. It should be noted that in TC A, a mottled layer occurred

immediately beneath the light sand. at .26-32. inches. In TC C a lens of dark

brohTI sandy silt was encountered immediately below the light bro~~ sand at
.' ~_. • ...~+ ••• ; •

.:~:. 26-28 inches. It is possibie that rather than being a part of the fill,
·1,..,':,.,.:....;'.'.> r; 'tllese'"'-soiis' may hai/e.be'tm··:deiiosifed"duringdiEt s~e l;a'ter event wbldi led' :

I
~.I
I

to the deposition of the stones and the surrounding dark soil in Te B.

It does not appear likely that the stones were deposited as part of

the filling process. They appeared to be delibeI~tely laid, rather than

being piled up llaphazardly. The stones in the second and third courses

appeared to be, in general, larger than those in the first course. The

I
I
I
I
I

possible function of these stones could have been as part of a walkway,

yard, basemant floor or wall of an earlier ,structure. The latter appears

unlikely, however, because maximum thickness of the three stone courses

was only some 10 inches and the presence of smaller stones· in the ·top

course indicates that this is not the base of a higher wall.

(22)



Although the elevation of the original East River shore line remains

uncertain, it is likely that the original surface of the 17th century fill

was at a higher el~vation than that at which it was encountered in the

basement of 64 Pearl Street. It is likely that later construction episodes

removed the top of the fill. An early stone. wa lkway or other exterior area

would have been laid on top of the original fill and thus subsequently

removed. The most likely explanation is that the stones are part of the
"
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basement floor of an early structure at this location.

During excavation we removed· those stones which were not deeply

imbedded in the wall of the test cut. One large stone in the. south wall

and sev~ral in the north wall of TC B did not appear to be removable.

These remained projecti?g into the test. We did not undercut these stones
in the 'interest of safety. As noted in the previous chapter, this somewhat

redu~ed the site of the excavated area. After the loose stones were removed,

additional stones were noted in the south and north walls of the test cut.
-.

I However~ there were only a few stones present in the east wall and none in
.. ...~.;<.~~ ".~'t-' T.~·~~'''; .. ,;-.~...~--"-.: .;'-: .... ~.,. : .....~ .", ·~·...:'~I .. ..•• _•• ~ '..~:" •• - ~ ~ _ '.:/~.. --I--.·.Ir· ;" -.~.. '''' .\.....~ . ' .. ,. ".' '. . ..f .... ' ''''l' ._.'_~' _....:... .. .•the west wall. The excavat10n of TC B conf1rmed that TC B pract1cal1y C01n-

I
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cided with the eastern boundary of the stones. However, as discussed below,

ther~are indications that stOnes to th0 east were removed when the currently

standing struct.ure was erected in the ritid-19t·hcentyry. To further det erndne

the extent of the feature, we probed into the walls of the test cut ~ith a

12 inch l~ng surveyors pin subsequent to excavation. Probing in the south

wall between the visible rocks indicated that additional stones were present

at a depth of 3-4 inches. Probing in the east wall of TC B indicated that

the feature did not, in fact, extend any further to the east. Probing in

the west wall indicated that additional stones were present in the southern-

most 26 inches of the west wall only. No stones were detected north of this.

(23)
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This would tend to weaken the interpretation of the stones as an early ~-o..

ba~ement floor, unless 19th century construction at this site resulted
in removal of stones to the west as well as to the east of the test cut

location. The recovery of a 19th century ~ire nail from the area ·in the

west wall from which the stones were missing (discussed further in Chapter .'

IV) indicates that such disturbance did, in fact, occur.

Beneath the stones, we encountered the fill deposits present in the
other tests. To a depth of 45-53 inches, the fill consisted of dark brown

sandy silt. In most of the test cut this was mottled with a dark bIack , clayey

soil, but lenses of unmottled soil vere also present. This material was

excavated as stratum IV. A lens of heaVily mottled bro~"D sandy silt in the
south part of the square was excavated separately as stratUm V. .Beneath

this, a 2-8 inch thick layer of darker, grayish-black silty sand vas en-
countered. The gray clay str~tum began at a depth of S4~-60 inches in
TC B. The depOSit was 10-16 inches thick in this test cut, thicker than

in Te A but not as thick as in TC C. As in Te A, the gray clay contained

larger pieces of debris th~n the ov~rlying fill. In addition to rocks and

bricks, the Te B clay-stratum yielded 10 large pi€'ces of coral, ",eighing
93:,: pounds, in addition to smaller fragments. There was only one board

present in Te B unlike the clay stratum in Tf A. The clay deposit in TC B

differed from that in the other tests in that it yielded a suhstantial
number of artifacts as we Ll as architectural debris. shell, and vegetal and

faunal ·ID:lterial.

he excavated the southwest corner of the test cut an additional 5-6

inches in order to sample the gray-brown silt)' sand ."..hieh underlay the c Lay ,

This.soil yielded some brick and mortar and tile fragments and a pipe stem

as weII as shcl l f'r agment s and soft shell clam val ves ,

(?41
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Test Cut 81 (figure 5,6)

TC Bl was an extension of TC B eastward abutting the foundation of the

present structure. Its primary purpose was to acquire information about the

sequence of construction at this location. The brick basement floor extends

to the east wall of the bUildin.g. Four additional brick courses, only one

course wide, were laid in tar or asphalt against the wall above the levei of
"

the cellar floor. This is anot},er indication' that the brick addition to the

floor was an attempt to seal the basement.against dampness and seepage. The

concrete underlyi?g the brick was poured over the foundation stones which

extended westward from the wall. The layer of brown sand with mortar under-

lying the concrete appeared to overlay the foundation stones indicating that

this material was spread after the foundation was built. It contained one

sherd of an early 19th century ceramic type.

Beneath the concrete and the sand/mortar layer. we encountered a bro~~

and tan mottled soil with inclusions of clayey silt to a depth of 33-34

inches with a pocke~ of darker soil near the foundation. All of'this soil
represented the trench dug during the construction of the foundation. Several

sherds of white ware and soft paste porcelain indicate a deposition during the

mid-19th century, consistent with the 1~nown q~::t:eof construction of the

present structure. The bottom of the stratum yielded some earlier material.

two delftware sherds and a Dutch "belly bowl" pipe. This was probably part

of the original fill which was excavated for the wall "trench" and·r'edeposited

after the construction of the foundation. To a depth of approximately 34

inches. therefore. all of the soil to a distance of 2~-3 feet west of the
foundation wall was deposited during its construction. This construction

involved removal of the stones which constituted the floor or walkway dis-

cussed above and any of t~e earlier fill which may have been adjacent to or
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beneath these stones.

To this depth, the foundation consisted of layers of small building

stones which are seated on very large foundation stones. A large foundation

stone exposed by TC Bl was nearly 2 feet in length. Earth settling left an

empty space several inches in iddth beneath th{::-st·one. This space enabled

us to measure the width of the stone at 38 inches. It' thus ran beneath and
"

supported the entire wall. It is possible that some of the stones used in

:1
'~I
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constructing the foundation may have been those removed ·from the earlier

feature exposed by Te B.
,~.;

Below an approximate depth of 34 inches, the stratigraphy in the

westernmost part of TC B1 is a continuation of that in TC B. Brownsandy

silt with dark~r mottling and lenses of brown sandy silt overlie a darker

brown silt with the gray clay beneath the latter stratum.

In the eastern por~ion of the test, the wall trench continued down-
ward. l~'eexcavated this trench separately, undercutting the wall slightly

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

and brick fragments with brown sand present, in some places immediately~below

the stones. About 3 inches below th~ large footing stone we encountered the

top of a round wooden post 7 inches in diameter. On the south side of the
post mortar with brick fragmen~s was packed against the post to a depth of

44 inches. The south wall profile indicates that from 34 to 44 inches, the

wall trench extended to a point only 16 inches from the wall, with the

earlier. fill strata continuing west of this point. A board was apparently
placed flat against the side of the fill in the west wall of the trench to

support the mortar. At 44 inches the dark bro~n silty sand stratum noted

in TC B and the western part of Te 81 continues beneath the wall trench.
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North of the post, the trench was filled with mortar to a depth of

40 inches, with another sizeable rock present among the mortar. The place-

ment of this rock to fill the excavated trench and anchor the mortar and

the fact that the trench was several inches shallower on this side apparently
,-

eliminated the need to place a board against the side of the trench 3S noted

on the other side of the p03t.

, The dark soil containing mortar which comprised the wall trench fill

I
:41-
.-

I
I
I

was screened separately below the level of the footing stones to determine

whether the post and the mortar supporting it may have been associated with

earlier construction and reused for the existi~g building. This portion of
the wall trench yielded two whiteware and ironstone.sherds, indicati~g an

early-mid-19th century'deposition.

The brown and mottled brown sand was excavated to a depth of 44-45

inches. At this depth, just above the darker brown sand layer, we confined

the excavation to the northernmost l~ feet of the test cut in order to
.....II explore the nature of the wo~den post by exposing one side of'it. We pro-

'., ">+:.,><",-~<-,, cee:dea:''iit t}ll~·:Di~~r:·"in>oi-der to '~llort~rrtli'e:time'needed' for~;e·icavatlon'~·f~~~ ...,..

I
II
II
I
II
I
I
I

and also to minimize any possible weakening of the building support which

might have occurred if the entireDost was exposed.
The clay stratum was encountered at a derth of approximately 48-53

inches, sloping downward from east to west. The strat~ ~as excavated to
a depth of 58-59 inches. A layer of mortar approximately 1-4 inches thick

was present at the top of the clay stratum--in the northeast corner of the

excavated area, running under the foundation and abutting the wooden post.
' ..

Stratigraphic considerations indicate that this mortar is not part of the

wall trench. Artifacts excavated from the sand and clay strata below the

wall trench indicate that this material is part of the earlier filJ and
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the mortar at this depth was probably deposited with this filL

At 51 inches) concentric bands of brown and light brown sand appeared

to surround the East. A ~ inch band of light brown sand abutted the post

and another 2~ inch band of brown sand surrounded this. At the base of

the excavated level, however) the clay surrounded the post. A piece of

coral in the clay was fo~d to be flush against the side of the post. The

stratigraphy and the presence of this coral indicates that the post was

driven through the layers of fill and ,clay below ~he wall trench as a

support for the. foundation. Although no further excavation was carried out
~~

below 58 inches, 'a small area next to the post was dug out with a trowel

to attempt to determine its maximum depth. This probing extended to a

depth of 79 inches, which penetrated below the bottom'of the clay stratum

at approximately 64 inches and into the underlying brown sandy silt.

Although the post continued below this depth, small Fieces of wood were

found at a depth of 77 inches. These may ha~e broken off as the post was

driven downward) suggesting that the base of'the post may not be too far

below this depth. Unfortunately, it was physically impossible to excavate

deeper· in the confined space available.

"

Test Cut C (figure 7)
B~neath the basement floor, we excavated a thin (1-3 inch) layer of

light brown sandy soil with rubble, similar to that encountered in TC A.

We discarded the rubble from this stratum and no dateable artifacts were

recovered from it (one sherd of bellarmine stoneware encountered at the

bottom of the stratum may have been associated with the underlying soil).

This soil and rubble was probably deposited by the same event ~hich led to

.the deposition of the rubble beneath the floor in the other test cuts. As
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in TC' AJ TC C profiles revealed the presence of a number of lenses of darkJ
mediumJ 'and mottled dark~medium brown silt and sand. Lenses of dark bro~~

and medium brown sandy silt ~ere present in the south part of the square

underneath the light bro~n rubble stratum. The dark bro~n soil ~as excavated

with the mottled soil while the medium-brown material was excavated separately.

This latter soil contained a relatively small number of artifacts and little

faunal and ~egetai material. The brick and mortar may be associated with the

overly~ng rubble layer. At depths beginning at 26-33 inches and ending at

48-56 inches the soil in TC C consisted of lenses of medium brown sandy silt

and medium and dark brown mottled sandy silt. At the bottom of th~' fillJ a

1-7 inch lens of dark bro~n sandy silt extended across most of the cutJ ex- -

cept in the southwest corner. While we attempted to excavate. the various

soil types separate1YJ the interbedded lenses and the poor lighting made

this a difficult task and toward the bottom of the fill we decided to exca-

vate in arbitrary 4 inch le\'els. All of this material contained substantial

I~",~~;~~~~~;:;~:~::~;c:~~.::;':~t::;:::':~;a::::;:::::';:~':;:~~....~,..,,,
II to have a lower density of artifacts and other materials than the mottled and

darker soilJ although the shell ,~ncentration appeared to be comparable.

II At a depth of 53-61 inches we encountered th~ gray clay stratum. It
sloped downward toward the south and east in this test cut. The clay in TC C

II had a lower concentration of all materials than in the other tests. ~~ile

II some rocks and bricks we~e presentJ we encountered neither the large planks
and rocks excavated in TC A nor the large quant~ty of coral in TC B. However,

II the clay stratum in this test cut was substantially thicker than the others.

III The entire test cut was excavated to a depth of 68-69 inches without reaching
the base of the clay. Because of a lack of time only 50% of the last 7 inches

I
I

.'

I
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I
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of this DJtcrial ~as strccncJ. ;elo~ this depth, ~c excavJtcJ only the

northwest quadrant of the 'squar-e in order to reach the bottom of the clay.

In this port ion of the square the c 13y ended at a Jepth of ::-6 inches. A

log was pr~~s en t i 11 the ext rcnc :-,cr t hwe s t co I'll er . Thus the C 1:1)" in t h is

test is approximately 23 inches thick. TIle presence of the log suggests

that o~her large pieces of debris may be present at the bottom of the clay.

Dark gray .sandy silt was detected immediately under the clay in the exca-

vated corner of the test .

Swnmary

The base of the stratigraphic sequence at the present location of

64 Pearl Street consists of the sands and silts which constituted the bottom

of the East River in the 17th century. Above this, a layer of silty clay

was formed by the river bottom sediments which existed close to the shoreline.

The artifacts, flora and faun3 re2o~ered from. these river bottom sediments

could have been deposited by two processes. Some would have been deposited

in the River either deliberately or accidently before the area was filled in

the late 17th century; others could have been deposited with the fill and

pressed by their O"'TIwe igh t and' ..hat of the overlying fill into the river

bottom sediments.
Overlying the river bottom sedimentsJis the fill deposit~J in the latter

part of the 17th century. This .consist s-of several soil types, mainly a

medium bro~TI sandy silt, a dark browTI sandy silt and a mottled soil repre-

senting a mixture of the two. To the extent that we were able to separate

these soils during excavation, it appears that the medium brown .soi l is com-

paratively sterile. The stratigraphy indicates that these soils were not

deposited in clear strata but, rather, that the fill consists of interbedded
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lensos of the va rious so i ls . T~~i~ sug gcs'ts t h.i t all of rh is fill \\:IS

deposited at the same time rather than representing separate filling cpi-

socks. It :1150 suggests tha t '::lrious l oad s of fill wcrc t ak en from d i f fc r cn t

locations. It cou I d be tho]! t i.emcd ium brO\\11 ~:'Pld rcp rcscnt s l ond s of

steri l e subso i l. The darker so i 1$ containing ar chu eologi ca1 materia Is may

have been t aken from the sur facc, and thus included both nnturalIy deposi t ed

materials such as twigs and nuts and trash deposited by human activities.

Lenses containing especially heavy concentration of archaeological materials

may represent soil taken froD areas ~here tra5h ~as intentionally deposited.

Te B provided possible €\-idence. perhaps part of a basement floor, of

a structure which existed on the site bet\~een t~e filling of the land and the

19th century. A thin str~tur: of dark and mottled soil in the other tests

may represent the same period. It is possible that architectural debris

immediately below the present basement floor is associated with a previous

19th century structure at this site. TIle foundation of the east ~311 of the

1850's structure which now stands at the site ~as definitely constructed
during the 19th century. It was either laid when the existing building was

constructed or represents the foundation of an earlier 19th century building

which was reused for the preseH structure. Some slight evidence for the

latter interpretation is provided by the fact that a thin layer of sand and
mortar beneath the present floor appears to overlie the existing footing

stones. This layer could, however, have been deposited during the construc-

tion of the present basement floor. after the construction of the foundation.
The original basement floor of the present structure apparently consisted

of concrete covered by a layer of slate. Apparently a later construction

episode involved the deposition of a layer of tar and three course of brick

which completed ·the existing basement floor. This "as probably added to seal
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.....~ .ii scus s ed in the introductory chapter, d(\':\I:r;l'nt.':.:"~· rc sea r ch i.nd ic at c s

tha; :-:-.e original filling of t he 64 Pearl St reet lot cxr er.dcdon ly 80 feet

f'r cr;t r.ecx ist ing shoreline. An add it iona l 25 feet werc filled su~sequent to

the :etting of the extension water lot grants in 1692. ~nlike the recipients
of the original 80 foot grants, the later grantees ~ere required to fill the

lots by using "the Dock Mudd Twenty ffoot into the Dock." This was specified

in the original order of the Common Council (1905 vol. 1::59) and also in the

grant s themselves (Grants of Land Under Kater, Liber A). Ther efcrevrthe land

fill in the portion of the present 64 Pearl Street lot closest to Water Street

should be different from that uncovered during our excavations. However, we

did not test in this portion of the building. The southernmost excavation,

Te C, ~~s located approximately ;0 feet south of the fro~! 0f the building.

~e knew that at the time of the filling of the original ~ater lots the present
location of Pearl Street was at least.partially on dry land. The water lot

grants themselves specify "the Streete" as the northern boundary of the lots,

and \"arious sources refer t~ open ground, usually referred to as the Strand

or Kater Side, in front of the structure built on the north si~e of what is

no....F~dr1 Street . i~'e do not know wha t the width of this cpen space or street

was. Howeve r ,:the width of the present Pearl Street in front of 1f64> including

sidewalks, is only 34 feet. Thus it is highly unlikely that the location of

TC C is further than 80 feet from the original shore line. Therefore the

ch~~ge in the character of the fill from the sand encountered in our tests to

the clayey siIt whi ch represents the "Dock mud" wou ld be encountered south of

the'area tested. It is possible that the fill in the latter area would be
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difficult to distinguish from the origi~al river bottom depo~its since the

fill would consist of these same deposits. perhaps mixed with some of the

underlying sand.

IV
ARTIFACTS flECO\:ERED (Table 1)

Smoking Pipes

A total of 262 smoking pipe fragments were recovered from the test

excavations. These included 123 yipe stem fragments with measurable bore

diameters. Harrington (1954) noted that during the 17th and 18th centuries,

pipe stem bore diameters became increasingly smaller, with particular diameters

being most common during particular time periods. Although the collection of

measurable stems frorr.the 64 Pearl Street excavations is relatively small. it

is' sufficiently large to give a fairly accurate ide a of the manufacturing

dates of the pipes, All b6t ten of the stem~ (91.S~) K€Te either #6 or #7

stem~ (i.e. 6/64 or 7/6~ inch bore), According to Harrington's data, #6 sterns

date bet ween 1650 and~liSO ......ith their greatest popularity falling between

1680 and 1710. 61.~~· of the measurable pipe stems from 64 Pearl Street were

~6. e7 stem~ (30.1t of the collection) d~te from 1620 to 1710, with the

greatest popularity falling bet .....een 1650 and 1680. ~ine #8 pipe stem~ ...ere
recovered. The se date between 1620 and l680. One 1:'9 stem, dating to l620-16!,(l.

was reco~ered. -Sin~(' clay pipes are fragile, it is reasonable to assume that

in general there W3~ a short time (a few years at mostl bet ...een the date of

manllfacture of a pipe and its deposition in primary archaeological context.

HC'lf<.'\'CT, it mus t De k ept in mind t hat .....ith the po ssible exception of stems

r-ecover-ed from the' river bottom deposits (19 measurable stems), these artifacts
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represent refuse redeposited in the fill. According to Harrington's data,

it is extremely unlikely that deposition took place before the 1650's, when

#6 stems first make their appearance, and it is unlikely that the fill could

have been deposited after about 1710, when a large number of #5 pipe sterns

would be expected. These were absent from the excavated material.

Binford (962) devised a method, based on Harrington's data, for

rapidly calculating a mean date for a collection of pipe stems. Applying

this method to our data, we arrived at a date of 1684.25 years, which indi-
cates that the filling probably did not occur prior to the 1680's. The

filling could have occurred at any time after this, although not much after

1710. The complete absence of #S stems which began to appear as early as

1680 indicates, furthermore, that the filling most likely did not occur too

long after the 1684 mean date of primary deposition. The ctocurnentary'evi-

dence indicates that the land on which 64 Pearl Street now stands was probably

filled by 1692. Pipe stem.dating thus tends to support the.docunentary
!----:-":.,

evidence.

I
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Decorated Pipe Stems and Bowl Fragments

A number of the ripe stem and bowl fragments recovered from the
excavations had decorations or other features worthy of note. Two pipe
stems have maker's marks which enable their· dates of manufacture to be rather

closely determined.
A. HG mark- - Catalog /t14.8 (Photograph 1)

This fragment was recovered from the TC A fill deposits (stratum IVb),

It contains a maker's mark "HG" impressed on the heel-of the pipe. A trace of

a crown is visible above the initial s. According to HcCashion (1979). thi s was

the mark of Hendrick Gerdes, an Amsterdan pipe maker. McCashion

I
I
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dates HG pipes to 1670-1684, Gerdes having died on February ?9 of the' latter

year. ~fcCashion illustrates a pipe with an HG heel mark which has a crown

above the initials (1979:130, plate 39).

B. (L)?E nark - Catalog #50.41

This stem fragment was recovered from the fill depo sit s in TC C

(stratum HId). It has a maker's mark H?E" with a double zig zag design

circling the stem on ei ther side of the mark. Unfortunately, the first initial

of this.mark has been obliterated on the specimen. This mark could be either

of tvo i 11ust rat ed t-y A~exande r (1979 :46, 48}. Both have a simi lar zig zag

design surrounding ~he initials. The ~c mark is attributed to two pipemakers
working in Bristol, England. Wi:liam Evans (I) ended his apprenticeship in

1660 and Killiam Evans (II) in 166~. Both were working in 1682 and one may

have been active as late a51697, tloth were kno~~.tO have exported their

pipes. The LE mark is 3.ttributed to Lle.....elyn Evans, who ended his apprentice-

ship in'T5o'l and died in lfiS8 or 1689, He },'asprobably the brother of v;illiarn

Evans (1) and is also k~o~~ tc have exported his .....ares. This speci~en could

have been deposited in pr i.r.ary archaeological con t ext between the 1660' sand

1680's. Because of the spall ~ize of the obliterdted area we believe that

the missing initial i~ ~re likely to have been an L rather than the wider W.
A number of othe~ recovered fragments contain elements that, .....hile not

preci sely dateable provide general information about the origin and date of

the pipes.
A. fleur-De-Lis ~~tif

1\,-0 exanp l es of ~iile ste.ns w ith flcur-ce-lcis motifs "ere discovered;
Catalog #lS(i - This specimen frol'l the ~iar clay stratum (VIle) in TC B

has the·fleur-ue-lis desLgr: arranged in what ~1.:Cashion (1879) calls the

"four Oil lliai~011ll" pa t t err.,

I
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Catalog #47.28 - This stem fragment from the fill deposits in TC C ,
(Stratum llle) has the fleur-de-lis design arranged in a linear pattern.

I
I

Both ~kCashion (1979) and A. Noel Hume (1979) note that the fleur-
de-lis stem mark was most popular in the mid-17th century. (

B, Runs-ai-Dots and Rouletted Designs
Four pipe stems contain a design which ~kCashion (1979) terms the

"runs of dots" design which is combined in various ways with rows of rouletting.

The provenience of these stems is:
.~

Catalog #45.7 - ;TC B~ Stratum VIlla (grey clay)

Catalog #46.36 - TC C, Stratum IIIb (:(ill)

Catalog #54.11- TC C, Stratum IIIf (fill)

Catalog #28.2 - TC.BI, Stratum lIb~ Fea~ure I (builders

trench for present structure, probably redeposited from earlier fill during

filling of tre~ch).
}.lcCashion(1979) calls this design a "typical Dutch pipe maker I s stem

mark and notes that it occurs on 17th ~nd 18th century American sites.
An additional pipe stem fragment~ from Catalog #43.13, I (TC C, Stra-

tum IIIz. fill) is decorated with rows of rouletting, but no runs of docs are _

present.

,.
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C. "Alligator" Design
This design appears on a pipe stem from Catalog #53, TC C. Stratum IIlf

(fill). This pattern appears on the st~m of pipes which have "Walter Raleigh"

heads on the bowl. and are dated to the 17th century. (photograph 1)

D. ,Rose Hark
This mark appears on the heel of a pipe fragment (Catalog '12.1, TC A,

Stratum IVb. fill). While somewhat worn, this appears to be the "rose mark"
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I attributed to 17th century Dutch pipes by ~fcCashion (1979). McCashiont s

plate 23 (1979:104) illustrates an example of this design which has a center

dot surrounded by five dots representing flowers and five diamond shapes

between these dots representing leaves. The bowl part of this fragment

has the "belly bowl" shape characteristic of Dutch pipes. (photo. 2)

E. "~lilk ~faid"

The heel of this fra~ent from Catalog #43, TC C, Stratum IlIa (fill)

has a design which is largely obliterated. It is possibly the "milk maid"

design found ~n 17th century Dutch pipes.

F. "Belly Bowl" With Dots on Heel

The bowl portion of this fragment fro~ Catalog #29.2, TC BI , Stratum

IlIa (wall trench) has the characteristic Dutch "belly bowl shape. The

-specimen has a raised dot on the right side at the junct i.on of the heel and

body of the pipe. A second dot may also be'present near the base of the heel

portion. McCashion (1979:l20~ plate 31) illustrates a pipe with a'raised
.~.~:J.

dot on the left side, although he notes that such dots are usually found on

the right side of the pipe. ~IcCashion notes that this dot is unique to seven-

teenth century Dutch pipes. He speculates that it may be a mark used tp
differentiate pipes or different quality. He does not note any pipes'with

two dots, however.

G. Belly Bo\\'I'Shape\.;ithSpur Heel (Photograph 2 )

This specimen from Catalog #64.1, TC C, Stratum VIc (gray clay) repre-

sents the major part of a pipe ~ith only the stem missing. In common with
#12.1 and #29.2 discussed above, the bowl of this specimen has the "belly bowl "

shape characteristic of Dutch pipes. Unl ike the other specimens , this pipe

has a more pronounced heel. The series of pipes illustrated by T. ~oel Hume

(19iO:303. fig. 97) shows a spur-like heel on pipes manufactured bet~een 1690'

I
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and 1750. However. these pipes are of English manufacture. and the specimen

:-illustrated by Home does not have the belly bowl shape.

H. Elbo~ Pipes (Photograph 2)
These specimens. Catalog #16.13, Te A, Stratum Va (gray clay) and

Catalog #54.7, TC C, Stratum IIIf (fill). are apparently fro~ 17th century

Dutch ~lbo~ pipes. #16.3 has enough of the stern present to show that the .'

"e lbow' portion is sharp, wh i ch is supposedly a characteristic of pipes man-

ufactured in the "third quarter of the century in contrast to the more rounded

elbow manufactured later in the century. #54.7 has little .pi the stem present,
but this specimen also appears to have a sharp elbow.

Su!!unary

The specimens discussed above. together with dating based on bore

diameters, appear to support a deposition aite for the fill during the' late

1680's or early 1690's. There is an absence of types dating later than the

17th century.
According to ~!cCashion (1979 :69) most pipes imported into New York

State between approximately 1630 and 1690 were of Dutch manufacture. Only a

few English pipes were present during this period. About 1690 the import of

English pipes increased and these replaced the Dutch pipes shortly after 1700.
Only one of our speci~ens (the L or W Evans pipe) is clearly of English manu-

facture. If the fill ~as deposited after 1690. We would have probably found

more English pipes.

Ceramics
A total of 336 ceramic sherds we re recovered from the test excavat ions.

As discussed below, most of these'aredateable-only within a broad range. Those
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which can be »~re closely dated will be discussed in greater detail. In

general. the ceramics recovered from the fill and river bottom deposits are

types which had broad popularity during the seventeenth century. Table 2

ShOKS the distribution of the various ceraMic types discussed below.

A. Delftware

Ninety-five delftware sherds (28% of a11 ceramics) were recovered.

These have a generally buff~colored paste and a tin glaze. Delftware was

made in both Holland and England d~ring the 17th century and for the most

part the origin of the small sherds recovered from the excavations cannot

be dett>rmined.

Delftware was produced throughout the 17th and 18th centuries (Noel

Hurne 1970: ; South 1972) and most of the white and' blue-an-white decorated

sherds cannot b~ dated more closely.

Two of the blue-an-white decorated sherds (Catalog #50.5 and #54.24)
C""-_ .......

may be from a vessel decorated ....i th a' \\an-Li type design. The "''ian-Lil'

pattern \\3S popular in the ea....Iy part of the Ftr: century. Hcweve r , Xoel

Hume (197(\) points out that pseudo-Ch inese mor I f s we rc a l so popular dur ina the

latter part of the 17th century. The actual design cannot be determined

from the two'small sherds recovered from the excavation. An additional
she rd which can more definitely be ident ified 31' hav.irig a \':an-Li design was

recovered from a flotation sample taken from the TC A fill. This sherd is
frorr.a charger. a decorative plate ~ith holes through the rim Khich enabled

the p lat e to be hung on a \<"311. An additional she rd of blue-on-wh ite delft

which could not be identified further was recovered from another flotation

sample taken from the TC C fi 11.

One blue-on-\\hite sherd (Catalog #.45.9) is prob~bl)' from an apothecary

jar of the type popular during the 17th century. South (1972) gives the
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date range for monochrome decorated apothecary jars as 1620-1775. However"

the presence of what appears to be a ch~in pattern in what would have been

the middle of the jar r~presented by this fragment indicates that it dates

to the earlier part of this range. (Photograph~)

Eleven of the delftware sherds are of a light or "Robin's egg" blue

color, some having a darker blue decoration on the light hlue background.

This light blue delftware was manufactured between approximately 1690 and

1780 (Paul Huey, personal communication)~ This is not inconsistent with

the date of filling the late 1680's or early 1690's suggested by the docu-

mentary evidepce and the other excavated artifacts.

Seven Najolica she:::-dswere included among the delftware sherds for

purposes of tabUlation. These have a tin glaze on one side but have a clear

lead glaze on the other. Majolica was made in both Holland and England

between approximately 1550 and 1660 (Charlotte Wil~oxen. personal communica-
tion). After this date delftware which Nas ~in glazed on both sides became

more popular. The relatively small number of earlier ~lajolica sherds

together with the relatively small number of light blue delft sherds supports

a late 17th century date of deposition for the fill deposits.

Three sherds from Catalog #53 have a deep blue tin glaze (':1 both

sides with a design of white "clouds" over the blue glaze. This ceramic type

is known as Nevers b1eu persan .. It was manufactured in Holland. France, and

England. Archer and ~IDrgan (1977:22-23, pl~tes 22 and ~3) illustrate two

vessels of this type which are dated to 1680-1700. (Photograph 3)
Six sherds of delftware tile were recovered, of which three were plain

white and three had blue decoration. These tiles were probably used for fire-

places and wall skirtings, as opposed to the thicker tiles used for flooring.

After the 16th cent~ry, such delft tiles were manufactured in England as well
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as Holland (Hume 1970:285). One large sherd shows a design which includes>

houses (Catalog #45.12). one with a Dutch type sloping roof and what appears

to be the end of a windmill blade (Photograph 3 ). Water appears to be

flowing in the foreground indicating that this may be a harbor scene. According

to Hurne (1970:292-293). tiles of the last quarter of the seventeenth century

tended to have designs which filled up the center of the tile whereas the "

earlier tiles had larger plain white areas. Designs of the latter part of

the seventeenth 'century included depictions of "ships. harbors and land-

scapes." This suggests that this tile fragment probably dates to the last
quarter of the seventeenth century. It is i~teresting to note, however. that

an apothecary jar illustrated by DeJonge (1969:19) shows what appears to be a
-·1

bridge supported by two towers with water flowing underneath (DeJonge terms

this structure "city gates"). A tall structure on our tile specimen may repre-

sent a similar "bridge tower, " and other elements of the two designs appear

.to be similar. The apothecary jar illustrated by DeJonge is dated· to 1600-1625.

A second delftware tile fragment (Catalog #62.3) is from the corner of

a tile and contains a portion of the design which usually appeared in tile

corners. This appears to be a part of what Hume (1970:290-293. figure 94, #12)

refers to as the "Bug" or "Spider's-headtt design. Hume dates this design to

the second half of the 17th and into the 18th century.
The delftware sherd numbered 56.21 is of an unusual type. The design

is composed of both a light blue and a darker. blue-black shade ona white
backgroun-l. While the nature of the design is uncertain. i.t is most 1ikely

some form of the chinoiserie designs which were popUlar during the last.

quarter of the 17th and into the 18th century. (Noel Hume: 1970:109). The

back of this sherd is unusual. It is coated with a dark brown glossy tin
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glaze. French faience of the 18th century was coated with a heavy lead

glaze on the reverse side, but there are no recognize~ types kno~~ to us

which have a bro~~ tin glaze. The French faienc£ of the latter part of

the eighteenth century also tended to have simpler decorations than that
present here. (Photograph 3)

B. Buff-pink Bodied> Lead Glazed Earthenwares

Eighty-eight of the sherds recovered from the excavations h~ve been

tabulated in a group which includes lead-glazed wares with bodies ranging

from gray through buff to pink.

C. Green and Yellow Glaze
Nine sherds have a green glaze on the exterior and a yellow glaze on

the interior. Seven additional sherds"with a green glaze on one side and

the glaze missing from the interior are assumed to be vessels of the same

type. Ceramics with a buff paste, exterior green glaze,.and a yellow
glazed interior are considered to be of 17th century Dutch (or possibly

English) manufacture. Three sherds (Catalog #~5.10. 45.64> and 50.17)

have a distinctive rim profile characte~istic of 17th century Dutch (and

English) ceramics. The fwo sherds from Catalog f45 crossmend. One sherd

(Catalog #14.29) has a salmon pink body with a green glaze (tt~ glaze is

missing from the reverse side). This type of ceramic is considered to be

of French rather than Dutch origin.
Eighteen sherds have a yellow glaze on both sides, anq thirty-six

sherds have a yellow glaze on one side only with the glaze missing from

the reverse. These sherds are probably of seventeenth century manufacture.
On~ interior glazed sherd (Catalog #50.2) is probably a part of the foot of

a pipkin. a three footed vessel common during the 17th century. Nine sherds

have a mustard colored glaze. These are considered to be of 17th century
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Dutch manufacture. One of these sherds (#43.67) is probably from a colander.

D. Red Bodied Earthenwares

One hundred and fourteen red bodied earthenware sherds were recovered.
Nineteen of these sherds had a ginger colored glaze ~ith a silvery iridescence.

One of these (#14.4) has the typical 17th century Dutch rim profile noted

above, Ten of these sherds were from the same excavat-ed level i11 the TC A .'

fill deposits. and probably represent f'ragment s of the same vessel. (Photograph 3)

Thirty-seven of the red earthenware sherds have a dark iron ..manganese

glaze. Fifteen are glazed on both sides. The glaze on the other sherds is

always on the interior of the vessel. in· those cases in which it is possible

to distinguish the insides and outside surfaces of the sherds. One sherd

(#5.1) is probably from a colander. Two sherds (#43.2 and #46.1) cross-mend.

One sherd (#50.38) has a shiny glaze somewhat darker than the others in this

group.

Forty-one sherds have a clear lead glaze over a red body. Two sherds
-}---- .

(#52.4 and #14.6) have the 17th century rim profile. One large sherd (#53.19),

glazed on the exterior. is either a crock lid or the base of a large plate.

A second sherd (#51.8) appears to be from the same vessel. although the two
sherds~do not cross-mend. Sherd #14.17 has an unglazed port:~n where a

foot or handle has broken off. The glaze on two sherds in this group (#10.2

and #16.8) is slightly yellower than on the others.

Seventeen red earthenware sherds are unglazed. Four contain traces of

slir (#14..2. #48.1. #50.15, and #43.60). One sherd from Catalog #54 is a

possible piece of kiln furniture (ceramic used to support vessels in"the

kiln during firing).
A cylindrical piece of what is probably burnt ceramic was recovered

from TC A (#16.5--not included in ceramic tabulations). It measures 5/8 of
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an inch in length and 5/16 in diameter at its base, tapering to~ards the

top. This may also be a piece of kiln furniture. The presence of these
cb j ec t s sug gc s t s t ha t SOTf,e '~1f the c cr-ami.c s may ha ve be-en mauufac t ur od

l oc a l ly .

Three slipwa re she rds were r ecover ed . One she rd of buff bod ied, combed

51 ipware was r-ecover-edfrom TC A (#12.17). This type of ceramic wa s manu-

factured in both Staffordshire and Bristol, England (Noel Hume 1970:135).

South (1972) gives the dates of manufacture of combed slipware 2$ 1670-1795.

However',Noel Hume (1970: 133J notes that in general the early combed slipwar e

had narrow and zigzagged stripes, while the later exam~le~ had straighter

a~d \~ider stripes. The present example is of the'former t~~e, indicating

its probable manufacture du:-ingthe late 17th century.

A second slipwar e sr.e rd, also from TC A cn4 .IS), has a red body wi th

traces of a thick hhite piF-::lay slip under a clear lead glaze. The ~hrd
_"":I--~.

is too small to permit a f irm identification ,to"be made. However , it may

be from an English "me t ropol itan':slIpware vessel of the hanfried type,

manufactured c. 1580-1625. Ke Kould expect to find some sherds of these

earlier cer-amic types in fill deposits of the latter 17th century.
A third slipware sherd enOS) recovered from the st one basement floor

in TC B has a salmon color body with a mustard colored gla~e and ~hite pipe-

clay slip. This is probably of 17th century Dutch manufacture.

F. Stoneware
Nineteen stoneware sherds were recovered. Nine of these are gray

bodied stonewar e with a mottled brown glaze. This type of glaze wa s typical

of the Rhenish stoneware be llarmine type bottl es manufactured between 1550

and 1700 (Koel Hume 1970: South 1972). However, English copies of Bellarmine

~ottles were manufactured beginning in the 1670's and continuing into the

- (44)
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1 e i ght e ent h c errtury (\012'1 llume 1970:112,144). Un fo r t una t e l y , none of t he ,

sherds recoH'redfrom .the present excavations have :-,;;y of the decorative

1 ?·::liarminefe ature s wh i ch could enable;1 closer dat int .

I
Three s herds of a gr:1Y bod led, cabal t b lue d eccr.ared stoneware we re

Cobalt blue, gr~y ~0died Rhenish stoneware

1 ~3S produced beginning in the later part of the 16th ce~tury and continuing

into the eighteenth century (~oel Hume 1970). T...-oof the sherds (#56.10 and

I #5~.34) represent sprig mold~d portions of Westerwald \·essels. This decora-
t ive t echni que was used between ]650 and 1725 (Home 1970: South 1972). The

I fo~er sherd contains a cobalt blue ornament and the latter, manganese

I purple ornamentation. The use of manganese purp le To.: ornamentation of

~e5terwald vessels began in the 1660's, but did not become popular until

I the last quarter of the 17th century and did not suni\"e long into the 18th

I
century (~oel Hume 1970:281).

Seven gra~' and buff-gray sa lt c g lazed sherds ar-e non. diagno st ic .
..,...~-';'

I G. Whiteware-Ir6nstone
Sixteen white~are sherds were recovered. None of these originated

1 in the fill or river bottom deposits. All wer~ probably deposited during

19th century construction activity. Some of the,_whtel,'aresherd s have a

1 slightly hs.rder paste and may be considered as "ironstoLe." These ceramic

1 types were introduced in approximately 1820 and continu~ to be manufactured

into the twentieth century.

1 Three of the whiteware sherds (#5,4, #23.1, and ~24.2) are of a t)~e

knOhTI as shell edged decorated, with the decoration being molded and painted

I blue und erglaze . Edge decorated pearl ware was manuf'act ured between 1780-1830

I (South 1972) and the decora t lve technique continued to be 'used on wh i teware

until the Civil War.

I
(45)
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·1 One of the undecorated sherds (#24.3) may be a late example of pearl-.

ware, manufactured until about 1830.

Three other decorated whiteware/ironstone sh~rds were recovered. One

(#24.1) has a pink transfer printed design. Pink and purple became popular

decorative colors in the 1830's. Another sherd (#28.l) has a design con-

sisting of a circle of six dots around a seventh central dot, all in green

overglaze. The third decorated sherd (#5.5) has a purple sponge decorated

design. This decorative technique carne into use in the 1830's.

1
1
·1
1
·1..
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I
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~
Other Artifacts

A. Marbles

Six ceramic (stoneware) marbles were recovered. Three of these (16.1,

#16.2. and #16.6) corne from the same stratum in the Ie A river bottom clay

deposits, and one (#56.19) was recovered from the river bottom clay deposits
in Te B. A fifth clay marble (#48.2) was recovered from TC C fill deposits.

The sixth marble was from auger test #3. adjacent to TC C. The marbles
measure 1.4-1.6 em. in diameter.

A larger. almost spherical. smooth. stone object (#64.4) measuring

appvoxi.mateIy 15/16 inches (2.4 crn.) in diameter was recovered frcm the

river bottom clay deposits in TC C.~Yhile this may have been a deliberately
fashioned marble, the fact that it is not perfectly spherical suggests
that it may.be a naturally occurring water-worn pebble.

B. Musket Ball (?) (Photograph 10)

An irregularly shaped piece of lead (#4S.5~), in the general form
of a flattened hemisphere, with maximum dimensions of l~ x 1 x 5/16 inch.

was recovered froJ;llthe clay stratum in TC B. This object is most likely
the remains of a musket ball which was flattened after having been fired.

1
I
1
I
1
·1
-I
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An alternate identification as a drapery weight was ~uggested for this

object. but its .shape makes the former explanation more likely.
C. Buttons

Three metal and seven wooden buttons were recovered from the excava--
tions, all from the Te C fill deposits.

Catalog #54.23. Unidentified metal (iron?) with a brass-plated

surface approximately ~ inch in diameter. Its shape is that of a flattened

hemisphere. The surface of the button has a "ba ske t-oeeave" design. The

back loop is missing and was probabfy soldered on. This is probably a

military sleeve button. (Photograph 4. 5)

Catalog #54.33. This specimen is also of a flattened hemispherical

shape and approximately ~;i inch in diameter. The button itself is of an

unidentified metal (possibly pewter) with a brass loop soldered to the back.

The face is undecorated. ...~... ~

Catalog #43~ This button is also of a flattened hemispherical shape

and slightly less than ~ inch in diameter. It is made of an unidentified

metal and the loop. originally soldered to the back. is missing. The face

has a rosette .design. Koel Hume (1970:89. fig. 22) illustrates a button

with a similar~esign which dates to the late 17th century. (Photograph 4,5)
Wooden buttons - These buttons are discoidal in shape with a circular

hole in the cent er . Six are 7/16-1/2 inch in diameter ..d th one being 3/8

inch in diameter. Four ~ere recovered from the fill deposits and three

from the river bottom c lay stratum. The buttons may have been attached by

means of a wooden or leather "rivet" which passed through the central hole.
The remains of such a "rivet" may be present in two of the specimens. (Pho t ogr aph 4)

D. Tacks
Two tacks ~ere recovered. The head of a brass tack measuring 7/16

inch in diameter was recovered from the fill in TC A (#7.6). The shank.
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which was broken off, has a square cross-section and is ~elded o~'soldered

to the head. A second tack head, 3/8 inch in diameter, was recovered from

the fill, in TC C (#54). This head is of discolored brass or some other

metal. It is likely that these artifacts are furniture tacks. Noel Hurne

(1970:22) notes that brass tacks with welded brass shanks were used to

"ornament and anchor the leather of straight-backed side chairs of the

second quarter of the 17th century." However. these tac.ks measured up to
one inch in diameter. "Smaller tacks were used around the skirts of

seventeenth century chair seats" (Hume 1970:228).

E. Wooden Head (Photograph 6)

A carved wooden head of a man. 3/8 inch in height. was recovered
from the gray clay stratum of TC B (#45). When excavated, this artifact

was waterlogged but, through an accident of storage, it was allowed to

dry out and substantial shrinkage occurred. In its present form, the head

can be interpreted as having Indian features. Indian combs of the period

often had carved wooden heads as ornamentation. The head was recovered fran
the same gray clay stratum as the comb discussed below. However, in its

original waterlogged form. probably closer to its shape when originally

ca~ved, the feature~ appeare~ more African. This is interestin5 insofar as

documents indicate that a~ least some of the 17th century filling was done
by slave labor.

F. Wooden Comb (photograph 7)
A fragment of a wooden comb was recovered from the gray clay stratum

in TC B (#45).. It measures approximately 1 3/4 inches in length and 7/16
inches in width at its widest point. Two pairs of incised lines and another,

single incised line at the base of tne teeth are visible on one side of the
fragment, while only one pair of lines and the single line are present on
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I the other side. It is 1ike ly that the decoration ~'~I the undamaged comb K~S

the same on both sides. T~o of the teeth of the c0~b, 7/16 inches in length,
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3re present on the frag~ent, as well as the stubs ~f three other teeth which

~~ve been broken off.
G. Comb Tooth

A small;' tapered piece of wood, 1.3/16 inches in length, 1/8 inch

~ide) and 1/16 inch thick was recov~red from the gray clay in Te B (#45).

It has beveling on the edges and traces of cut marks. Upon exami~ation it

appeared ... t... ....... this artifact is a toot.h from the a bove 1ist ed comb, and, in:L-Uc.1-L

";fl;

fact) we ..ere able to match this tooth with one of the stubs on the body of

the comb.

I
I
I

H. Beads
lvampum bead (#45) - This tubular shell bead, ;s - 5/16 inches in length,

.....as r-ecover-edfrom the stone "basement floor" feature in T'CB. This type of

read is common on contact period Indian as .....ell as early colonial sites. The
beads were manufactured by the Indians and 'traded to the colonists) who used

them as a medium of exchange. Two types of wampum were in use. The more

I highly valued was purple and was made from the colored portion of the shell

I
I

of a hard shell clam nlercenaria mercenaria). The other t ype was wh i t e and

was made from whelk shell (Busycon spp _). The present 'specimen is of the

latter type. This bead was whole when excavated but was damaged during sub-

sequent handling and is now in fragmentary condition.

I
I

Glass bead (#43.85) - This artifact from the Te C fill deposits is a

long glass bead. The fragment recovered is 1 3/8 inches in length although

it ~as apparently originally longer. Its diameter is 3/32 inches. The bead

I .has striations running length~ise. The original color may have been blue
although this is difficult to determine because of the patination. Noel Hume

I !

I
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(1970:54) notes that long cylindrical gl~ss beads were in use from the seven-

teenth through at least the beginning of the nineteenth century.

Barrel-shaped bead (#54.2) - This bead was recovered from the TC C
f111 deposits. "Lt is 3/16 inches in length and flattened on the ends with a

maximum diameter of ~ inch. It is white in color' and is manufactured either
from glass or a very hard type of shell or ~oral. (Photograph 8)
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I. Cork Stopper

(Catalog #57). A cork bottle stopper was recovered from the fill deposits

in TC 81. Its diameter in its present dried out condition is 5/8 inches. A
hole running lengthwise through the cork may have been made when the bottle

was opened.

J. Wooden Strip

(Catalog #45). A strip of wood, apprQximately 15 inches in length with

a maximum thickness of ~ inch and maximum width of 9/16 inch was recovered

from the Te R gray clay. .It has rIdges running length"ise on both sides, is
tapered, probably purposefully, on both ends 'and is slightly curved. Its

function is unknown but it could be a strip of decorative molding used either
on furniture or architecturally.

K. Bottle Glass

Fifty-three pieces of ~urved glass, from both bottles and drinking
vessels, were recovered from the test excavations. Several pieces are worthy

of mention.
Bottle Base (#52.1) - The" base of a large green glass bottle, with

heavy patination, was recovered from the TC B gray clay stratum. The base
is round, 'approximately 4~-5" inches in diameter, and has a pont i.Imark and

approximately a l~ inch kick. Noel Hume (1970:62) notes that prior to the

"mid-seventeenth century most bottles were square sided with a flat base.
Thi~ specimen would therefore date subsequent to the mid-seventeenth century.
(Phot ograp'' 9)
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Bottle ~ip U4S) - A fragment of a g r e en glass applied string lip
wa s recovered from the gray clay stratum in TC B.

Bott l e Base Fr:1gmC'nt(P.14.~7) - A sma l l i=rE'E-!1glass pO!1til mark and
kick wa s reco\'ered from the TC A fill s t r a tun , The kid: is ::pproxim<ltely

I 7/16 inches high. The size of this artifact i~jic3tes that it is probably

I part of a glass pha rmaceut ical bottle such as t hcse iilustrated by Noe l

Hume (1970:72, fig. 17). Noel Hume (1970:74) notes that the conical basal

kick did not appear in these bottles before the mid-17th century .

. ·Lip Fragment (#14.35) A small fragment of a green glass hattIe lip

was recovered~f~om the same Te A stratum as the above artifact. The rela-

I tive thinness cf the glass suggests that it r;;aybe from the same pharmaceuti-

cal bottle as the basal portion discussed above.

I Bottle Neck (Auger test 3.2) - A fragment of a thick, green glass

I
bottle neck was recovered from th~ au~er test. ~o mold seam is visible on
the fragment. The nec~ is flaring, ~ith no li~. \oel Hurne (1970:73. fig. 17)

I illustrates an early seventeenth century ttflask" type pharmaceutical bottle

with this shape.

I Basal Fragment, Rectangular-shaped Bottle (=2.6) - This pale green.

glass fragment ~as recovered from beneath the base~ent floor in Te A. The

I
I

vertical edges of the bottle ~ere beveled. The bottom of this bottle fragment
contains a black "iron pontil" mark. According to Newman (1970) this charac-

teristic was present on bottles manufactured between l84p and 1870.· Ketchum

I (1975:34) notes that the bare iron pontil came into use shortly before 1854

and that this technique was used until about 1870. However, according to

I ~Iuncey (1970) ponti! marks with a black residue are characteristic of bottles

I manufactured during the 1860's. Furthermore, Lorrain (1968) notes that 50-

called 'French squares' which were "tall, four-sided bottl es w ith beveled

I
-(51)
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edges" were f irst uanu fact.ured during the early lS60' s, The presence of

this artif~ct in the sub-floor deposits raises the possibility that the

concrete basement floor was laid down several yC:HS after the documented

1838 date of construction of the present structure. The f~ct that this

is the only 3rtibct datable later than the date of constrllctiClnand the

absence of any artifacts databJe after the 1800's suggests that the di~t

floor ""as sealed by the concrete floor covered with slate shortly after

the construction of the building, with the three course brick floor probably
added later .

L. Prunts

T~oglass prunts (decorative pieces of glass added to goblets) ~ere ,

recovered from the excavations. One, from the TC B gray clay stratum (#45)
has a stippled outer surface. The second, from the TC A fill deposits (~8),
has a smooth outer surface and is heavily patinated. A third prunt was

r ecovered from a f lot at ion sample taken from the Ie :\ fill.

M. Decorative glass Element
A piece of amber glass with ridges from the TC C clay deposits (#55.2)

may represent a decorative element from the base of a goblet Khich Kas added

in a manner similar to the prunts noted above.

N. Straight Pins
Eleve~ straight pins were recovered from the excavations. These range

1n length from 2.0 to 2.6 em. and have wire wrapped heads. According to ~oel

Hume (1970:254), this type of head was in use from the beginning of the 17th
century through the early 19th century. Hume notes that most pins were made

of brass \0,'1th a few iron pins also being manufactured . At least ten of the

pins appear to be made of bra~s and the eleventh is of another unidentified
metal. Originally we thought the brass pins (or some of them) wer e gold.,but
a jeweler's test for gold was negative. The shininess of the metal and lack
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of discoloration probably. is related to the anerobic condition of the fill.

Six of the pins carne from the same fill stratum in TC A (#12.8 - #12.12; #14.1).
Five were recovered from TC C fill, three of these from the same level.

O. Nails

A total of 133 nails (including two larger metal spikes) were recovered

from the excavations. Until the last decade of the 18th century all nails
-:

were hand wrought and all' of the identifiable nails recovered from the 17th

century fill and river-bottom deposits (except one to be discussed below)

were of this type. Nails recovered from 19th century contexts can be useful

for dating. However, the rusted and corroded condition of most nails has made
identification difficult. Manufacture of machine cut nails began in the 1790's

and of the 26 nails recovered from the strata immediately below the cellar

floor and from the building wall trench, all were either cut or wrought nails.

The first wire nails were produced in the 1850's, although they did not come

into wide use until the third quarter of the nineteenth century (~e1son 1968).

The fact that no wire nails were recovered from th~ 19th century sub-floor

deposits supports the inference that the concrete Jloor was poured at the

tiine the building was constructed or shortly thereafter.
(PhptoJ!raph .10)One nail, however. was identifiable as a wire nail. ft 1S S Sr8 1nches

long. The shape of the head, which protrudes over the shaft' only on one side

suggests that it may have been a finish nail. It also has somewhat unusual

gripper die marks. The point of the nail may have been hand hammered.

According to Nelson (1968) the eaTliest wire nails were only available in
small sizes and have bulbous heads. Larger nails such as this example were
not available until the last quarter of the 19th century. The wire nail (#42.6)

was recovered from the bottom level of the 17th century fill deposits in TC B.
There were no other artifacts in the TC B fill, suggesting that· the fill was
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disturbed. The excavators noted that this nail ~as found embedded in the.

~est w~ll of the test cut ~ith only some 11i inches projecting into the test

cut. l';hile it is not uncommon in excavations for Inrrusive objects to be

prc~entin a stratum du e to the action of roots, rodents, etc., the nature

3nd'loc~tion of these deposits preclude the presence of most of the~e dis-

turbances. Furthermore, there was no dif ference in soi 1 color or texture

to indicate that the area in ~hich the nail ~as found had been disturbed.

The presence of this 19th century artifact may explain the absence in the

northeast corner of the test cut of the stone "basement floor" I..hich overl~y

the fill deposits. As noted previously, probing in the west wall of the
test cut indicated that the feature continued to the west only in the south

portion of the west walland was absent from the northern portion wher-ethe

nail ~as found. It is possible that subsequent to the laying do~~ of the

concrete basement floor and possibly at the time that the brick floor was

added, excavation for some purpose took place adjacent to the location of

our test cut. This may have resulted in the removal of the earlier stone
floor and the disturbance of the underlying fill deposits. If the nail

was deposited at the time this excavation was back filled and the excavated

area was adjacent to our test cut, the nail could ha\'abeen driven through
the wall to protrude into the area of the test cut. This i~terpretation is

admittedl)' speculative and could only be tested through further excavation.

P. Roofing Tiles
Twenty-six fragments of clay S-shaped pan tiles were recovered from

the fill and river bottom deposits. Fifteen of these were recovered from TC
A and eight from the Te B clay stratum. These were used as roofing tiles.

Six other pieces of terra cotta tile were recovered from Te A. These were

probably also used for roofing.
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Q. Porcelain "Insulator"

A porcelain object, apparently "'~1ipr ical in shape, wa s recovered
from the stratum undeflying the concre:e basement floor in TC B. The object

is 1 l/S inch ....-i de and '11/16 inches t.hi c': . It is perforated by a .3/16 inch

diameter hole, apparent1y used to Dttac~ :his object by nail or scre~. The

"front" side is glazed and has the molded letters "CROUSE," apparently the

name of the manufacturer. The reverse is unglazed and the center is raised

some 3/16 inch above the edge of the object. This object may have been

used to secure electrical wire, with the wi re wrapped around the raised

center. If this interpretation is correct, it would date this object well

after the 1858 - 1860's date when the scil deposits were probably sealed
by the poured concrete floor. Ho\,ever, field notes indicate that this

object may have been associated with the intrusive auger test hole, made

during the preliminary testing. When the auger test encountered what turned

out to be the stone "basement floor" fe<i,:;ure.the test was terminated and

the area surrounding the auger test was incorporated into Te B. It is
possible that this object was originally part of the debris which littered
the basement floor prior to testing, and Bay have fallen into the auger test

hole before or during the breaking up of the brick a.id concrete floor in the

TC B area.
R. "Gunspalls':
Six chert or flint flakes were recovered from the test excavations.

Such flakes were produced by prehistoric native American~ as a by-product

of tool making activities. However, European colonists also produced these
f lakes for use in "f li.ntv lock' musket s , The flakes recovered from the ex-

cavat ions could have been deposited in the soil of l ower ~ianhattan prior

to the arrival of the colonis~s and deposited with the landfill. However,
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I
no other nat i ve American artifacts wer e recovered in the fill. suggesting,

that these flakes may have been produced by the colonists. One flake (#5n.18)

I ShOl';5 ind ication s of use wear on one edge. No el llurne (1970) nc t es that 17th

I
cen turv ~u:;5ral 1s were used <,.5 struck off from the stone core \':i r hout further

pr epai-at ion unl i.ke 18th gun f li nt s wh ich were manufactured from prepared

·1 blades and had a characteristic shape. The re fore , it is'di f f icult to dis-

tinguish between aboriginally and colonially produced flakes (Instrict 1)'

morphological grounds. Further analysis. of the t)~e and origin of the stone

I
and the ~ear marks on the flakes 'might permjt such a determination to be made,

however.

I Three of the flakes (#17.7,46.67, and 12.20) were recovered from the

fill deposits and three (#65.7, 56.18, and 56.20) from the underlying gray

I clay. One of the flakes (#65.7) was manufactured from a light brown colored

chert-like stone but has a black outer cortex. The other flakes were manu-
I factured f"om a dark gray or black chert or flint. One (F56.:0) may be an

1 argillaceous type of stone.
In addition to the above flakes, four other chunks, chips and/or

I spalls were recovered. These were probably also produced during the manu-

I
facture of gun spalls or prehistoric stone tools, 1,~t do nqt have the charac-

teristic bulb of percussion and striking platform found on flakes. All of

I these were recovered from the TC C fill deposits, Two are gray, one black,

and one light bro~TI in color. In addition, a fractured chert pebble from

I the TC B gray clay deposits is chipped on the edge of the fractured face

I
and may have been intentionally fractured.

S. Leather

I A total of 347 pieces of leather were recovered from the test excava-
t i ons . ~·jost of these probably represent fragments of shoes or scrap leather

I
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from shoe manufacturing. The major portions of two shoes and a large part ~

of a third were recovered from the 17th century fill in TC B1. Large portions

of two other shoes were recovered from the clay deposits in TC Band C. These

shoes are discussed below. Thirteen additional pieces of le~ther were
.t

identified as portions of shoe sales and five as heels or heel fragments.

Seventeen other pieces were tentatively identified as portions of shoe uppers

and 58 pieces as shoe laces or strips or stages in their manufacture. The TC

C fill deposits (#53) yielded a piece of leather fron which shoe sales were

apparently cut. provid>ing additional evidence that debris from shoe'manufac-

turing was included with the fill. This "pattern" is a two-ply piece of
-leather measuring roughly 6 by 6 inches but of irregular shape. Shoe sales

were apparently cut from several places. One edge has a rounded indentation

approximately 2~ inches wide at the edge of the pattern and a trace of an

adjoining cut-out. A second edge has a similar indentation approximately

2 3/4 inches wide at the pattern edge. One side of the pattern is slightly
curved with a thin strip extending outward at the top of the pattern. as if

a sole had been cut from this side of the pattern.

Of the 347 pieces of leather. 56 have holes indicating that they ~ere
;l:'-.}originally sewn. 220 of the pieces can be identified as having been cut from

larger pieces.

T. Shoes (figure 8 )
Substantial portions of a number of shoes \oOererecovered from the ex-

cavations, providing examples of construction methods and styles of the period.

Several pieces from the same shoe were re~overed fron the TC B river bottom
clay deposits (~4S). A st~cked heel made of nine pieces of leather. graduated

in size, is held together by five wooden pegs arranged in a cross pattern.

One peg protrudes from the top of the stack. This fits beneath a two-ply

.;

.,1
":,.;"~I.~

I
I
I
-I
I
.1
"I
I
I
I
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I
I p iece of l eather with a hole wh ich fits over the pror ruding peg. This

piece of inner sale may have been cut from a t.wc -ply pattern similar to

I that d iscusscd 3bQ1.'C'. The inner so ie of t hi s shoe was 2?prently p roduccd

I
in t wo portions, front and back . .15 the piece fitting 0\'-:'1' the hce l appear-s

.to ha~e been cut off, not broken. The total thickness of the heel/inner

I sole combination is l~ inches. Portions· of a second shoe ~ere rcco¥cred

from a separately excavated level (#52) within the Te B clay deposit. An

I
I

entire inner sole is attached by means of wooden pegs, seven of I\hich are

still present, to at least two additional underlying piec~s of leather. A
>J,'

large hole is pr~sent at the heel portion of the inner sale where the_heel was

I originally attached. The length of the inner sale is 8 3/4 inches and it has
a rounded toe.

I Portions of what are probably two children's or s~all women's shoes "ere

recovered from the clay deposits in TC BI (#63). These were, therefore, de-
I posited adjacent to the shoes described above. The first shoe has an inner

I sole 6~ inches long. The toe appears to be square. The sale has traces of
peg marks, but none of the wooden pegs are present.

I ~1uchof the upper portion of this shoe .....as recovered. T\\"oseparate

I
pieces comprised the back of the shoe. These wro~ped around the inner sale

I
and were stitched to it. Tw~ separate pieces were recovered which formed
the side of the shoe. A strip of leather extends from each side, with an

approximately 1/8 inch hole near the end. These pieces covered the instep,

A separate "wing-shaped" piece of leather with two 1/8 inch holes apparently

I
formed a decorative element on the'instep. The holes match those in the

..,

side pieces mentioned above. The points of the decorat he xings pointed away

I from the wearer . Warwick, ritz, and r:ycoff (1965 :259) illustrate a children 's

shoe with this type of decoration. The upper portion of rhe front of the shoe

I was also recovered. This part also apparently curved under the inner sole
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and \.;a5attached by st itching. A s ec ond inner sole mC:15UreS 6!i inches in

length. This also has peg marks. This inner sole, hoveve r, has;1 rounded

.1 toe and several additional layers of leatller are present beneath the inner

sale.
1 Portions of t~o shoes Kere recovered fro~ the clay deposit in Ie C~

1 One shoe shows elements of construction simi lar to that of the "child 's"

shoe described above. The inner sole is approximately 8 inches long; ho\\'-

1 ever the front portion is missing so it is not certain if the toe was

square or round. The two back and side portions of the uppers with 1(8 inch
.-:;1

holes as described above \.;ererecovered. These "ere stitched to the bottom

1 of the shoe. The "hee l" portion of a second twc-p ly Inner sale was recovered

from the same level. A second piece of leather apparently attaches beneath

1 the inner sale. A third piece of leather fits at the back of the inner sole

1
on the inside of the shoe, suggesting that this may be a portion of a sandal

or slipper.

I The fill in TCe (#53) yielded the rear portions of two inner· soles.

One had five small holes which were probably made by pegs used to attach the

I heel, in a similar manner as the inner sale and heel recovered from Catalog

#45.

I The Ie B fill (#42) yielded a 9~ inch long portion of an inner sale.

1 Ho~ever, the front portion was damaged so that it was not possible to determine

the toe shape.

1 Studies of historical costume have proceded largely through studies of

pictorial evidence (Warwick, Pitz, and Wycoff 1965). This evidence suggests

1 that in the last quarter of the 17th century, the style in shoes tended

I
toward square toes, high-heels painted red, and high tongues or fronts. Ties
replaced the earlier shoe rose as a" fastening, being in turn, replaced by

I
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buckles a f t er npp ro x ima t c l y 1680 (\':'lr\\"1ck. Pr r z , and ;·::',·off. ]965; !lolly &

SchKa~e 1929). The sample obtained from· the present ~xcavations is not large

enough to draw any dc fi ni t e conclusions. Howcve r . the r esu l rs do suggest

t h at arc ha eo log ica l mnt c r ia ls havr- the po t cn.tia l to r ev i se the. history of

s tyle , Such material would probably better reflect thee r-ange of styles

prevalen~ at a certain ~eriod as well a~ the styles popular among various

social classes. The excavated material did provide an example of the high

heels supposedly popular at this time. However, two of the soles have a

c lear Iy rounded, rather than a squar-e toe. No sho e buck les were recovered

from- the excavations. However, 'several thin strips of leather may have

served as ties or la~es~ This would be consistent ~ith deposition of the-

fill during the 1680's.

The most complete specimen recovered, a child's shoe, does have a

square toe. However, in their illustrations of colonial American children's

shoes, 1\'[iT~,ick,Pitz, and \';:Toff (1965:;::59) ShOK a squa r e toed shoe w i th

"wing" decoration similar to this specimen, but date this style to approxi-

mately 1720. Based on the other evidence discussed elsewhere in this report

the shoe recov~red from TC B1 would have been deposited' d~ring or prior to

the 1680'5. In this case the we~ght of archaei. logical evidence suggests

that the styliJtic analysis based on pictorial evidence should be modified.

U. Coral

A substantial quantity of coral was recovered from the excavations.

With the exception of a few very sman pieces from the fill in TC C, all of

this coral was re~overed from the gray clay river bottom deposits. The

largest amount, 101.34 pounds, was contained in the TC B day deposits, In

contrast, only 9.24 pounds were recovered from the TC C clay and less than

a pound (.88 lb.) from TC A. None was recovered from TC 81, but this is

.1
'~I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
.1
I
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not comparable to the other figures since oijly one level of the clay depo~it

was exc<lvated and because of the muchsrnaller size of the excavation. The

possible significance of this Jistribution is discussed in the following

chapt er,

Examination of the coral indicates that two !)~es appear to he present.

By far the most prevalent' is a type wi th r:ups.having w idths between 1-2 mm ,

A second type with cup width of 8-9 mm was present in TC B1 (#63). However,
.'

it should be noted that most of the large amount of coral recovered 'from TC

B was weighed a~d discarded in the field so that not all pieces were available

for laboratory examination.
Ke were not able to determine the place of growth of these corals.

However, while individual corals can grow in colder waters, reef corals of

the t)pe producing the large pieces excavated grow only in tropical waters,

not much further north of 23Yz degrees north latitude, Thus, the nearest coral

reefs wou ld be found in the neighborhood of Bermuda, the Bahamas, and the

West Indies (Smith 1948). The most likely explanation for the presence of
the coral in the river bottom deposits is that it was carried here as ballast

in the holds of ships and throvm overboard while the ships were docked. This

would explain the presence of coral in the river 'Jottom clays, .but not in the

Non Diagnostic Materials
Large quantities of materials associated primarily with the construc-

tion of buildings were found in the three test cuts. Brick, both red and

yellow, dressed stone, mortar and wood were all found in large quantities.

Brick and Mortar
More than 32 kg. of brick were recovered, of hhich 7 are yellow brick,
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generally identified as "Dut ch" or "Swed i sh" brick (Becker 1977). brought

as ballast in Dutch shins during the 17th century and used here as. -

trim or for architectural detail (Huey. personal communication). We hope 1n
the future to analyze trace elements in this brick. and by comparison

with brick of known origin, establish a more positive identification as

to its source. Red brick is more' common and less diagnostic. No bricks

with identifying marks on them were located during excavation. and there

were very few whole or almost whole bricks.
Brick is distributed somewhat differently than other artifactual

materials, in that in each test. by far the greater quantity of brick was

I
I
I
,I
I
I
~I

I
I
I
I
I

in.the clay than in the fill stratum, both by'actual weight and by weight

per unit of volume (Table 3 ). This relationship holds for both red and

yellow brick, with. the exception being TC 81 for ~ellow brick where the

frequency is so small as to be irrelevant. However, in both TC Bl and TC
C, there is 1/3 to ~ the quantity of brick in the clay stratum (gms./ft.3)

than in A or B.

The distribution of mortar does not parallel that of brick. In two

of the four test-cuts~ m~Te mortar'was recovered from the fill than the

clay, while the reverse is true in the others. TC J yielded less mortar

than any other (in gms./ft.3) test unit, approximately ~ that of TC A

which had the most.

Wood
Although some of the recovered wood has clearly been cut and/or

dressed. most pieces were too small to permit a determination of the extent
to which it has been altered by man. For purposes of tabulation, therefore,

we decided'not to distinguish between cut or dressed wood 'and unmodified

wood. Most wood identifiable as dressed consists of pieces of board. Some
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barrel parts were also re~overedt including one bung (discussed previously).

One post wi~h a painted tip was found.

The only species of wood that was distinctive to botanically un sophi s-

ticated individuals were severa l pieces of rattan Dr bamboo found in Te A in

the clay deposits (#22). ~~ch of the remaining wood appears to represent a
variety of hard~oods and some softer woods. A total of 34.95 kilograms of

wood~as recovered from the excavations, of which 8.14 came from TC A, 16.97

from Te B, 2.99 from TC B1, and 6.85 from TC C. All of the tests combined

yie1d~d 5.88 kg. of wood from the strata identified as fill and 26.91 from
the sub-fill strata.

Building Stone

Table \ shows the amount of stone recovered which was tentatively

identified as building stone (brownstone, slate, bluestone, etc.). We did

not attempt to analyze this artifact category because in only a few cases

cc~}d· stone be identified as being dressed. ~ruch of the stone was present
as small pieces and 'may have been naturally occurring.

!>1iscellaneous

Other architectural non-diagnostic materials recorded during analysis

include a number of pieces of metal and window glass which could not be
identified further and some tile fragments. The majority of the latter

were from "pantiles" and were recovered from TC A fill. Pieces of window glass,

unidentifiable nails (too corroded to distinguish manufacturing technique)

and unidentifiable metal (too corroded to identify shape) were all found in

the fill strata, with nearly all of the glass coming from Te A, while the

nails and metal were. mainly found in TC C.

Organic ~lateTials
Because of "the excellent preservation conditions provide~ by the con-

sistent dampness of the fill. an unusual quantity of organic material was

"
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recovered from the 64 P~arl Street excavations. This includes faunal speci-

mens (animal bone, shell, fish scales), and botanical specimens, mostly in

the form of seeds and nuts. Other specimens in this category include straw.
a leaf fragment, hair, and fabric (see Table 6 ).

Shell

The shell was sorted into the most common types, and weighed. Oyster

(Crassostrea virginica) is by far the predominant type. by approximately

50:1. ,Hard shell clam (Mercenaria mercenaria) is the next most .frequent

type, with soft shell clam present about ~ to 1/3 as often as hard shell. A

few other types - present in very small quantities - mu5se~ and a variety of
snails (some tentatively 'identified as olivel1a) are present in very small

quantities. These ~re'eyenly distributed among test cuts and strata and

will be identified more precisely at a later date.

The distribution of shell within the site shows some variation, reflected

clearly in the quantities of oyster seen in Table 1 and the density of all

shell by vo lume in Table 4·~.~·The clay stratum in TC B shows a significantly

greater amount of shell, either in grams or gms./cubic foot, exceeded in this
case only''by''theain6uht- iii 'the'fill' stratum of TC C.- Some of this shell

represents natural deposits as indicated by the fact th~t a number of whole

shells were found in and below the clay deposits. Pearl Street was supposedly
named for the deposits of oyster shells. present there (Moscow 1978)-. However,
it is clear that there were different depositional factors at work in TC B

and C. This will bed~scussed further below.

Animal Bone
Animal bone was identified in the lab, with the assistance of Thomas

McGovern, Ph.D. of Hunter College. Only some of the mammal bone was identi-
fiable at the species level. The results are.presented in Table 5. It should
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I be clear that the data represent counts of bone :rag;pents. The co llection

IS too small for data manipulation, or any atte~t to calculate minimum

I numbers of individuals or meat "eight. Of the icent i f iab le mammals , COK (Bas

I
taurus ) IS t he most frequently rcp resentcd an iral.....it.h sheep and goat (0\·i5/

Capra) the next most frequent and pig (Sus scro f a" third. A few bones from

I deer (Odocoileus virginianus), domestic dog (Canis familiaris) and cat (Felis ."

domesticus) were also recovered. A number of the bones wer e burned, some

I quite intensely (less than 5 percent), and some show marks made by the

""'I.'
chewing of a variety of small animals (dogs, rats, or similar rodents).

There are also indications of the type of butchering technique used (cleaving

I vs. s,,!-wing).The mammal bone will be analyzed r.:oreintensively at a later

time with comparably dated material from the Stadt Huys Block Site so that

I the sample size ~ill ~e enlarged,-perrnitting quantitative analysis.

I
A small percentage of the bone (less than 5 percent) consisted of

bird bones. \\llilemost of these have not been identified, as to species,

I
.~----l""" ....

some tur~ey (Meleagris gallopavo) or goose (Anser anser) bones ~ere identi-

fied, as well as a number from smaller species, not necessarily domesticated.

I A fuller analysis of these bones will also be undertaken when the Stadt Huys

I
faunal material is analyzed.

~lore than half of the bones recovere-d, going by number of bones rather

I than weight, are from many species of fish. So~c of these ~ere identifiabl~:
cod, sturgeon, sheepshead, and a variety of smaller fish. These too require

I expert analysis and will be identified with the Stadt Huys Block materials.

The same is true for the fish scales recovered, TIany of which are complete

I enough to allow species identification b)' the shape and pattern of markings

I on the scales. A fe~ pieces of crab claw were also found 'in the excavation.

There are not enough to say for certain whether they represent a species that

I
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was eaten, or simply one that ~3S present in the environment.

What is interesting about the faunal material, even :lS analy:ed at

the relatively unsophisticated level that was possible, is how heavily dcpcn-

dent the .inhabi t ant s of the area ve r-eon domesticated animals. What \'10' know

about life in earl ier :-ie"Amsterdam and ~e;';IYork suggests that there \o,'3S

extensive trade wi t h local aborigines. In other early colonial settlements
"

there was trade in foodstuffs with local Indians, but apparently that was

not practiced in the New York of the latter portion of the 17th century.

Nor does it seem to have been the custom fOT local colonial settlers to'have

hunted for deer or other animals. Perhaps this is because the Dutch relations
wi~h Indians were relatively hostile by this time (Van der Zee and Van

deY Zee 1978), or it may have to do with a pattern established by the Dutch,

for whom hunting was not a normal part of their subsistence practices.

Fishing was clearly common, and from the large species represented,

some of the fishing may have been done far from shore. The Dutch and English
~~-;a.

both made much use of boats for 'transport, and fishing could have easily been

integrated into that aetivity. On the other hand, there is :seasonal variat ion
tion in the location of most fish species, the larger ones coming in closer

to shore in colder months (Ursin 1977). Thus, the'~resen~~ of larger species

may reflect seasonal patterning of fishing activitie:.

In terms of the distribution of a~imal, fish and bird bone by test cut
and stratum, the same pattern noted for other types of material persists. The

'} greatest number of bones was recovered from the clay stratum of Te B and the

fill stratum of Te C, the latter haVing more than 5 times as much material

as the former.

Plant Remains
The seeds and nuts that were recovered were identified initially in
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the lab, and then checked by Roberta Taylor, a paleoethnobotanist from·

Temple University. The species recovered are listed in Table 6 and fall

into two categories, fruit seeds and nuts. Peach (Prunus persica), water-

melon (CitTUllus vUlgaris) and sour cherry (Prunus cerasus) ~ere the domi-

nant types recovered, all of which Van der Danck suggests the '~~tch

imported and planted (1655:14-15). A few pixmpkin seeds were also recovered.

Hickory (Carya ~.) and hazelnut (Col~ylus americana) were the most

common nut types~ with some fragments of white oak acorn and chestnut also

occurring. One piece of coconut (Cocos nucifera) was also recovered from
.-:v.._~

the clay of Te B. A number of as yei unidentified fragments of lichen, moss,

straw, and leaves have also been recovered and will ~e identified in the

future. By far the greatest quantity of botanical material comes from the

clay stratum of TC B, and the most frequent species present is Prunus persica.

or peach. possibly because of its large si ze and relatively tough pit ..

Flotation samples were taken from the fill and clay strata of each of

the three major test cuts (A. B. CJ, and flotation has been done. 1ne samples
have been dried. and are in the process of being sorted. Once again, they

'will be analyzed in conjunction with comparably dated material from the Stadt

Huys Block to increase the sample size for ana1yti~ purposes.

.1
"

~I.'.
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Distribution
It should b~ rioted tha~,a common pattern was observed in regard to

brick, wood, bone, shell, vegetal material, and diagnostic artifacts. Al-

though the,proportions varied, each category of material was found in

greater densities in the river bottom clay'deposits than in the overlying

fill in TC A and B (with the exception of bone in TC A) with the greatest
densities being found in the rc B clay deposits (Table 7). For TC C, densi-
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ties arc greater in the clay deposits only for brick and wood. The fill

deposits from this test cut have much greater densities of shell, bone,

vegetal mJterial, and diagnostic artifacts than those calculated for th~

clay stratum. This is probab lv due to the presence of a domestic iilllhj·.:-::

deposit in the soil which comprised the fill at this location.

v

SLnt\1ARY A..~D CONCWS IONS

,?,

The information iecovered through the analysis of the material "exca-
vated from the basement of 64 Pea~l Street falls into three general categories.

One type consists of information about land filling: when was this specific

piece of land filled, who owned it, where did the fill come from, and how

was the land made? The second category of information consists of inferences

which can be drawn about the way of life of a particul ar population in a
given time and place, as represented, in the material culture of that group.

Finally. the data shed light on the history of construction on the site.

Before discussing our conclusions, a brief consideration of the repre-

sentativeness of the material is necessary. Any tody of archaeological data

is a sample of the whole material culture (plus faunal and botanical remains)
of a population. It consists especially of objects lost, broken, or thro\o.~
away. The relationship of the sample'to the whole is biased in typical

archaeological' situations by at least two factors: differential preservation

of materials and the way in which a society dispos~s of its refuse, For

example, separate places might be designated for disposal of different t~~es
of materials (Schiffer 1977). l\~ere fill is concerned, there is an additional

source of possible lack-of-fit between the sample and the population as a ~hole,
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I namely those factors conditioning how <1 spec i fi c t ype of material has

"
se l e c t ed for fill and from "here it \0,'35 taken.

I The only body of art j factual mat e r i a l l nr ge enough for ana l.y s i 5 h;1S

I
that from thp fill and from the clay riverh0::offi deposits: no other signifi-

cant depo s i t s wer e recovered. The fill, although contain ing 1ense s of

I differing colors and in most cases two strata' (one ~ith a greater concentra- ..
tion of organic material in it) seems to hav8 been deposited all at one time;

I or within a period so short as to be unrecogni=able by archaeological means.

The presence of cultural material in the fill suggested several questions
'::FI"".'-s
...~

I

~,
having to do wi th how land was made. They Kill be considered below .

A. Land Filling

I
I

The question of exactly when the land'on which 64 Pearl Street is

located was filled, who filled it, and from where the fill was taken does

not appear to be ans~erable from the documentary sources alone. HOKever,

I analysis of excavated material in combination with documentary research

suggests certain conclusions.

I As far as the date of filling is concerned, the documentary research

indicates that the earliest possible date is 1687, ~rter the water lot grants

I were issued; and that the filling of the northernmost 80 feet was probably

I
completed by 1692, after the Council gave its attention to this matter and
ordered the lot Owners to complete the ~illing. The southern~ost part of

I the 64 Pearl Street lot was filled after the supplementary grants were

issued in 1692. The northernmost portion of the lot was either fill ed by

I the original grantee, Peter Jansen ~fesier, or the person to "hom he sold

I
the lot, either Jacobus van Cortlandt o~ Frederick Phillipse. It is also
possible that Mesier filled part of the lot· and van Cortlandt the remainder

I
(69)
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3S implied by the order of the Council to land owner-s including

"Nr . Cortlandt" in 1691. The archaeological data support 3 date of

filling during this period but are not sensitive enough to provide

dating Kitllin this time period.
Datip.g

A date of 1bS-l for t hevf i 11 ...'as obr ained on the basis of pipe .'

stem diameters. The reliability of this date ~s reinforced by 'several

facts including the lack of stems with bores smaller than 6/64 inches,

the absence of clearly recognizable English pipes, and ·the ceramic and
other artifacts. It should be noted that since fill is redeposited

material. it may cOlrtain artifacts from the entire period of colonial

settlement form 1625 to the date of filling. Thus there is a potential
~

gap between the pipe stem date. representing primary deposition of

material and the date of filling. However. since the population of

~e~ Amsterdan "as increasing dramatically over this 65 year period,

from 270 people in 1636 to 2000111 1675 and 4397 in 1698 (Rosenwe icke

1972. cited in Roberts. nd) increasing quantities of artifacts would

be deposited as time progressed. Therefore the deviation of the pipe

stem date from the actual filling date. although not L;uantifiable (since

one cannot necessarily assume a rate of deposition that is exactly
/

proportionate to the population size). should be relatively samll.

The possible period of filling is between 1687 (after the water

lots were granted) and 1700 when a house was known to be in existence.

The artifactual ~vidence supports a date early in this period.

Source of fi 11
The archaological excavations have sho~n that, unlike the later

filling. k"hich the council ordered to be carried out with "r'ock mad"
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I
I from the river bottom, the e:11'1 i e r fill usd so i l from dry land. A

possible clue to the source of the fill is the presence in the excavated

I
I

depo si t s of a quanti t y .of shoe leather, lE':'.~>,~r scraps, and perhaps no s t

significantly a l cat hcr "pu r t ern" from l-,'hi.:-:-: s:joe so l es had appar cnt l y b0t>n

cut. We can thus assume that deb r i s from sric e manufacture was present on

I
, .

t~e lots from ~hich the fill material was t~~en. Since the available
"

documentar-y evidence suggests that the owner s of the wat er lots wer e

I responsible for filling, presumably taking the fill from their own prop-

I erty, we decided to exa~in~ the records to c~ter~inc the identity and

location of the shoemakers in early New York.

I Sever a., sources: in:'t.herdstoi'ical'recQrds provide dar a "as to
occupatio~. One source of particular interest to us is a judgement by

I
I
I

the, Court of the ~Iayor and Aldennen on .Januarv S. 1680 against the

tanners and shoemakers of ~ew York City (Pelletreau 1893:43-32). This

source provides a list of shoemakers. Among these is one Peter ~1esier.

There is no reason not to assume that this is the same Peter Jansen

Mesier who obtained the 1686 water lot grant, although by the latter

I date he was engaged in other pursuits; In 1f.:-5,UPieter Janse Mesier"

I
was listed as one of four carters' who promised to work two days free for
the City. (It 15 likely that this is merely a Dutch rendering of the

I name later encountered as Peter Jansen Me~;ier, or Messier). By the time

the water lot grants were let. however, Mesier had taken up the

I
I

""0ccupation of miller, having erected a bill near the foot of Cortlandt

Street between June 18, 1682 and April 23, 1686 (Stokes 1928, vo l .IV:962) ,
which is just prior to his acquisition of the ~ater lot. The water lot

I
I
I

grant itself describes Peter Jansen ~Iesier as a "~,\crch,mt';(Grant

Land Under~ater Liber A:15~17). !1rsier operated his mill as late as,1701
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when "Peter .Ians en \1C'.:'ier", d e sc r ibed as a "~~illC'r" obtained another

wat e r lot grant f rcm the city "Ln front of ~Iesiers ~Ii 11" (Grants of

Land ll!l(:cr \':ateri.i ber :\:39]). Thus we sce :':I.'~iCT first described in the

rr-co rds as a c arr"'1'. then as 3 shoemake-r and finally as a merchant or

miller, It \las 3?par~ntly not unusual faT a man to practice sev('r~]

occupations at least sequentially, and in a sma ll community it is possible

that individuals needed to practice several trades in order to earn a

living. If, at some point around 1680, prior to operating his mill,

Peter Jansen ~Iesier practiced shoemak ing , it is likely that shoemak ing

debris \\ould have accumulated on his property and been present in the later

fill, e"ren if he no longer practiced this trade at the time the filling took

place.

Assuming that ~Iesier did fill the water lot on wh ich 64 Pearl Street

now stands, it is of interest to see where he had property from which the

fill may have been taken. Ac~ording to Stokes (1928, vol. IV:196), in

1674 Mesier was part owner of a lot on Bridge Street. In the 1677 t~x

assessment on housed and vacant land (Minutes of the Common Council 1905 vol.

I:SO) "Peter Janson ~1ezier" is listed as owning a house on the Ma rve lt St

(the present Whitehall Street) as well as an empty lot op.Stone Street

(west of droad St.). We do not know if Mesier owned any of these

properties in 1686. However, a 1686 list of members~f the Dutch Reformed

Church (Wilson 1892 vol 1:446-452) list Pieter Jansen Messier and his

wife as residing "along the Strandll• The Strand was the term used to refer

to the open space between the East River shore and the buildings fronting

on it. Ne sier must have purchased this property bet...een 167i and 1686,

during which period he is referred to as a shoemaker and at the end of

which he purchased the water lot. We do not know precisely where along
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the shore ~lE'Sie r r shouse was located, [lol';:':e1', of the four properties

owned by :-'le·sierthis was probably c 1os esr to the 64 Pear I Street lot. It

is a r cascnab le assumption that people w i li else the closest available

materi31 for fill. Thus, it is possible that the fill con~aining ~hJ.t

3ppcar~ to be shoemaker's debris originated in ~esierrs lot ~ocated

along the shoreline.
"

There are other possible sources of t~e shoemaker's debtis re-

covered from the excavations. The 1680 court proceedings list fifteen

other shoemakers in addition to Mesi~r. the 1686 Church records indicate

thai tKO of these (Tobias' ten Eyck and Carsten Leursen) resided along

the shoreline, and we know that Conraet ten Eyck , father of Tob i as and also

described as a "tanne-r and master shoemaker" lived at the time of his death

·in 1688 in a house on the northeast COT?er of Coenties Slip and Pearl Street

(Stokes 1928, Vol. II: 244). It is possible that Jacobus van Cortlandt or

Frederick Phillipse, wealthier members of r ae commun i t y than Peter ~'!e5i('rJ

purchasea:-fill from the land of these shoemakers or other who owned land

more distant from the fill site. However, the coincidence of the presence of
-

shoemaker's debris in the fill deposits, the identification of the grantee.

peter Jansen ~Iesier as a shoemaker. and his owner shi.p of. a house (and

presumably an associated lot) along the shoreline suggest that /I'asier

may have filled in at least those portions 6f the lot where our test
excavations were conducted. This would have occurred after 1686 and

probably considerably before the grants of the water lot extensions

in 1692.

Process of filling
In modern times, there are two basic procedures for land filling.~

Either clean fill (usually sterile sand and gravel) is brought onto a
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site. or a community is asked to create fill by dumping cer~ain t)~es of

refuse. Both relatively sterile soil and materi~l containing refuse ~ere

used for filIon the 64 Pearl Street lot; the latter is assumed to be topsoil

containing debris and the former is thought to be sterile subsoil.

Documentary research indicates that some filling along the shoreline was

accomplished by levelling nearby hills. The presence of large amounts of

artifact-bearing topsoil in each of the tests excavated suggests that this

I
I

~I
fl.'I~
-c

was not the case fur 64 Pearl Street but'that fill was taken fro~ large

I

expanses of land surface.

Recovery of large quantities of ~ertain materials in the clay

stratum (brick, wooden planks, and shell) raised other questions about the
process of filling. Specifically. had these materials been on'the river

bottom before filling took place. or did they move dO\<,11 through the fill

because of their vr-ight (suggested in another fill situation by \\"ilson1980)

I
I

I
I

It was hypc thesi zel that if the latter were the case. there should be
"a consistent relationship between materials in the lo~est fill stratum

and those in the clay in terms of the density of these iterns. Hovev er,

I
I

examining t he ratio of "material density present in t hese t"KO strata

(Table7 ) it is clear that there is no consistent relationship among the
three ~es: ~~t5 for any of the artifact categories. The h~~othcsis of

gravit y aff ect ing the deposition of these materials is therefore rejected,

I and it is O"'!" assumption that brick, wood, shell and other :;~tifacts in

I
this context ~ere natural river bottom debris before filling began.

Examination of Table also shows that all categories of material

I

in the clay stratUJ:lvary similarly among the three test cuts. Te B has

the greatest density in all categories (wood~ bone, shell. other artifacts).
Te A is next and C is ~ast. The ratio is approximately 3:2;1 except for

I

I (74)
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shell in which TC B has a disproportionately larger quantity. This

pattern may be due to the relattve proximity of the various areas tested to

places from which refuse could be deposited in the river. Disposal of

refuse could have taken place from either the shoreline or the Great Dock,
which existed in the appr0ximate location of Coenties Slip, 4S feet to the

east (Dankaert's View 1679; Burgis 1717). Therefore, the location of TC B

was most accessible, being reached either from the shore or the dock, which

may account for its having the highest concentration of materials.

Finally, the supposition that the proximity of the Great Dock was

responsible "for the presence of a large amount of material in TC B is

strengthened by the presence of a large. amount of coral in the clay of this

test, and lesser, but still significant amounts in the TC C clay deposits.

Only traces of this material were recovered from the clay deposit in TC A,

located further to the west. It is our assumption that the coral (an

imported material) served as ballast, and was dumped overboard when ships
.~~!.

were loaded with furs and other materials going ~o Europe. There is no

other simple explanation, with the 'possible exception of sampling error,

- to account fbr the differential presence of this material. Further,

even sampling error would not explain why large piec~~ of coral would be

carried some 30 to 35 feet out from shore to be dumped.
Having described the variation of artifact density in the clay, ~

we should note that there was also variation in artifact density. in the

fill, with by far the greatest density of mat~rial found in TC C.

H~wever, there is not a consistent ratio among the three test cuts for
all artifact~ in fill as there is in.the clay (Table~7). It is our

interpretation that this variation in the fill. means something different

than the variation within the clay. The former is related to the fact

.'

I
~'I.;~

I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
I
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that composition of fill will vary according to differences in fill source.

rather than unequal proximity to the dumping site.

Position of shoreline

We.had hoped to identify the precise location of the shoreline.

While we were not able to do this the depth and thickness of the clay stratum

in the three test cuts suggest that there was a gently sloping shoreline.

This interpretation was reinforced by the observation of excavations in the

basement of 1 Coenties Slip. after renovation had begun. At the northern

edge of this building. the clay stratum, which we interpret as the river
"1-

bottom accumulation of silt. was much thinner than in any test cuts in 64

Pearl Street. It is suggested ther~fore, .that the shoreline was under

Pearl Street intself.

B. Way of Life

For· the seco~d type of analysis noted above, we attempted to acquire

information about ~:rylife in New Amsterdam and early New York. Recent
~-~analyses of colonial mat er ial (South 1977) have identified certain patterns

of artifacts. or relative proportions of functional artifact categories, as

be ing present.' in specific contexts. For the present data, however, the' ."."

frequency of most artifact types was too low to allow ~ similaL analysis.

Whereas South lists a number of categories (kitchen, archit~cture, clothing,
smoking, toys. etc.), large enough samples of material from 64 Pearl Street

were available in only two of these: architectural material (nails, flat

glass, pantiles) and kitchen artifacts (ceramics and bottle glass). These
materials were compared across test cuts following South's method, with

artifacts from fill and clay strata analysed together. Kitchen artifacts

represented 16-43% of the total (Table 8), with the mean being 29%.

Architectural material ranged from 19-55% ( high figure from TC A is due

",I
ill(
"'.»

::;--
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in part to an unusual number of pieces of flat glass - 122, the probable

result of a single broken window and thus sampling error)with a mean of 28%.

The amount of material in the "kitchen" category is consistant with South's

(1977) tlFrontier Pattern (Kitchen artifacts 23-34%; architectural artifacts

43-58%), However, the percentage of architectural artifacts is iower than

those for the "Frontier Pattern!!. New Amsterdam and early New York of the

late 17th century may have already passed the "Frontier" stage of develop-

ment and do not match South's description of 18th century frontier settle-
ments. The low figure for architectural debris does, however, support

il.,-

Larrabee's contention that early settlement stages will have little building

debris included ~s fill (1979).

This form of analysis does not include the fullrange'_o"L.arOhitectural

materials since, following South, brick and mortar were not included. Further,
our- laboratory procedures involved weighing, rather than copnting, these

substances. It is suggested that an analogy.to the ratio of kitchen to

architectural materials might be seen in the ratio of shells (primarily food

remains) to brick and mortar. Wood was not included in this analysis because

it 'can serve Doth domestic and architectural uses .: There is no visible

relationship between kitchen to architectural ar-tIf act ratios and shell to ,,~

brick ratios. One anomaly should be noted: the amount of shell in the

TC C fill was unusually large, including almost 32 kilos, (Table 9)

It must be concluded that South's analytic procedure is only
moderately appropriate for these datat partly because of the size of the

sample. It does~ however, strongly reinforce observations on the
variable composition of the fill deriving from source variation as

percentage varied among test cuts.
Very interesting inferences can be made about food procurement

I
';;1:1'
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in Xe" Amst e rdam and ca r l y :\e\\ York i:":::::: the faunal and botanical data.

For example. it is clear that the 5':.":::;,5 fished and raisod their OKn meat.

hut did not hunt or t r adc for hunted ;.:....-.'2. Further ana l y s i s of the' an ima l ,

bird, and fish bone in comb innr.ion w i t r; 2 larger sampl e r.uy prov icie information

not only as to what types of meat 1,';-:";.0 est en , but what cuts (st ew \'S. st eaks

and roasts} alloKing inferences about ~~~nensal group size and' economic

position.

The plant material is all from species that could have gro~n in the

immediate area, although at least som~ of th~. fruits ~ere introduced by the

Dutch (Van del'Donck:l4). It cannot be assumed without question that plant

remains represent the result of eating habits rather than simple indicators

of what existed in the environment. And yet if archaeologists make ;·the
assumption that prehistoric people .....ere "optimizers" and exploited whatever

was available, why should the same behav ior not be attributed to historic

settlers. In that case it could be aS5~iled that the existence of clearly
edible resources, not requiring elaborate preparation, in the environment

implies their use by the inhabitants. ~nat cannot be derived from these data,

mostly because of the small sample, is ~hat proportion of different fruits,

nuts ahd vegetables were consumed, and .....hat the entire diet consisted of.

Shellfish remains found in the fill ~ill also be assumed to represent

food consumed. This is probably also true of most of the shell recovered
from the clay deposits although the fact that some of the valves were

attached suggest that some of the shellfish ~ere natural~y present on the
river bottom_ The overKhelming predo~inance of oyster among the specimens

recovered indicates that the shoreline a~ea was probably not characterized

by mud flats, an environment required JY clams. Oysters, howev er , require

deeper waters, rocks or hard surfaces ~o attach themselves to and a

.-
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I certain s3!inity level (Salwcn 1968:338). Most of the oysters were probably

harvested from boats.

1 Finally, it is clear that information on trade Juring the period in

que;;tion i" obtainable froiathese data. ~lost material that can be identified

as import~d comes from Europe. Almost all ceramics are Dutch or [ngli~h,

1 w it h a f ei, french piece s . Khile the ident f iab le smoking pipes are mostly
.'

Dutch, th~re was a great deal of interaction between English and Dutch pipe-

1 makers during the 17th century and presumed stylistic influence in both.

directions. None of this is surprising. There are tKO noteworthy points in

1 relation to trade, however. One is the indication of trade with farther

I places derived from materials such as rattan, coral and coconut. Another

is a comment on the speed I..ith wh ich innovation reached the colonial

I settlement. Robin's egg blue delft is said to have first been manufactured

in approximately 1690 (Paul Huey, personal communicaion). Sherds of this

I· ceramic type wer e recovered from f i Ll.:whi ch was probably deposited between

I 1687and'1692. This suggests that the starting date for the manufacture of

this ceramic may be a bit earlier than noted. More significantly, it means

I that there was only a brief lag between the manufacture of a new ware and its

I
appearance in the New World:

"t"":~

C. Construction HistorY
(

.1 The thir~ type of information fetrievable from this analysis concerns
construction techniques and 'the sequence of buildings on the site. This

I includes data on the type of .floor built in two of the three buildings

probably existing on the site, and foundation construction in the 19th

1 century.

I It is our conclusion that. the stone feature in test cut B most likely

represents the floor of the original Phfllipse house built on the lot.1

1
(79)
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Whether it represents the whole floor, or part of a floor (the

remainder b~ing dirt as seen in the mottled brown sandy silt stratum above

the fill in test A and C) cannot be ascertained at this point. Since

the exact position of the Phillipse house on the lot"is unknown, we also

cannot say to which part of the house the floor belongs, but further

research on architp.cture of 17th century buildings might prove enlightening

on this matter.

The exi.stence of the post under the wall J we feel, is related to

the existing foundation. ~nether this was a standard 19th century con-

struction technique is not known to us; it is likely that the method was

used for filled land. We did not. for example. find similar use of

poscs under walls of conparab.l e age on the Stadt Huys Block, across the
st:reet.

hbile we know that the foundation was built 1n the 19th century •
.,.-~_ ...
it is not p05sib~l from stratigraphic evidence to tell. whether the present

foundation w:ts constructed in 1858. or whether the foundation (or some

part of it, SUch as footing stones and posts) were re-used from the

postulated 1829-1830 bu i lding . The latter is a ~.'.kelyexplanation

because of tilepresence of the thin light sandy stratum be low the
concrete. floo r and ext ending over the footings. An examination of the

foundation at til~ point where the two earlier buildirtgs (64 Pearl Street

and 34 Water Str0et) were joined, probably in 1858, should provide an answer

to this" question because it ~e~5likely that the 1829-30 foundation would be

in two parts. eRch associated with one of these two buildings.

Finally, we have direct unambiguous eddence as to middle-late
19th century attempts to \o,'aterproofthe basement. There is clear evidence

of the basement of 64 Pearl having been flooded, both from informants'
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account s ;J.nJfrom the \,'3t('1' marks h"hidl lie noteJ on the suppo rt ing posts

and wa lls . The concrete layer was put down either at the time of con-

struction. or slightly IJter, and h"2S pl'ob3bly tarred with slate as the

finished flocr, It can be assumed that this ~loor W35 ~nadequate for

. h"~terpro0fing purposes, and th~ asphalt plus three 13~ers of brick and

mortar, known to have been present by the end of the 19th century was
"added later.

D. Co'nclusion

The 64 Pearl Street excavations have demonstrated that archaeological

findings, in conjunction \\ith the documentary record, can shed new light

on historical ·questions. Furthermore, it is apparent that the fill

deposits -?long the shoreline of lowe r Manhattan represent a valuable

source of information on the way-of-life of the early European inhabitants
of our city and the growth of their community. The limited nature of

these excavat i.ons has enabled us to draw only tentative conclusions.

However, the data obtained form the project will provide a comparative

base for the analysis of material from other excavations heing conducted

in lower ~Ianhattan. The growi.ng data bas'eshould enable more definite

conclusions to be dra....rn, including an analysis of changes which occurred
"'"during the development of New YO~.'kCity.
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FOOTNOTES

lSjnce ~rjting this report the authors have changed their minds about

the interpretation of the stone feat ure in reB. Based on our experience

on the 7 Hanover Square ,Block, the next adjacent filled block. we now

think that the stones were the remains of the bottom of a foundation

~all for Phillipse's house. We had thought that the stones in reB
were too wide t~ be a wall, but it appears that foundation walls built

on land fill were very wide (several on the Hanover Square Block were

3 feet wide). The difficulty in identifying the stones as a wall was

due mostly to the fact that we were only able to see a small segment

of the feature, and were restricted by the expense of breaking through

the floor so that en~arging the test cut vas not possible within our

funding. i;>~.

..
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APPE:\Dtx

FABRIC A\ALYSIS
by

Phyllis DiLlon , HuseuJ'uof the ..\Dfrican Indian, Heye Foundation'

Prodedure: Longitudinal section of fibre wert prepared on slides
"

and examined under magnification (340 X). ~~ere fibres were discernable,

color, spin and fibre makeup were not sd, if possible.

'lJ.,-

Summary: All discernible fabric was of plain. undecorated cloth.

Most pieces wer e \.;ot)l (where makeup was observable). Some were dyed yell 0'" •

Most fabric was badly deteri9rated.
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Sr ra r um ____ ....:....--"'...L...:....:--~ ~Descriptio::

1 a Fou r ::;cna1':,c::
b3g~ of sr~~~~e!lS
1y. .~~-f)

I) fh'O- .2 s p ec imcn s of paper .:lI;C
srn31lcr frGg0m~nrs
a) b)

a) appears to be corn~r ~
b) is heavier ~eight of paper

2) single strands of fibTe ~hjch
appear to be vegetal. Not
thread ~hich i~ a processed
group of fibers.

3) 2 specimens of h~ir
~) fragments of yello~ wool yarn

made up of2 spun fibres
yarn dia. = .5 m
yaTn is covered with mud
vho le i spec imen is 3.8 mIll X 2,1 mm

c VIc ' T\\'osep. bags 1) had of ha ir , I';ad of stra •.;
hair 58 mm X 20 mm
s r raw 50 X 20

2) s fragments of fabric
~'i>3~~"X 24, 30 X 20, 2S X 17,

18 X 12 mm
maybe wool· but- yarns badly
deteriorated and .....eave
structure nct discernable

C Va One bag .~~ s t raw 35 X 15 mm

B VIlb One bag hair

B VIIc Two sep. bags 1} wad of hair SO X 20 mm

2) fragme1!t of fabric - 0 X 1.3 mrn.) . -'
yarns deteriorated and no
weave discernable

TeB' Va One bag s t raw

Tee \lIb One bag st r aw
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~trat.um .Dc~.:r ipt j on

c lId One bag str:l.\\

TeL I 1 I ~i One bag t. snccimr-ns
a) 'J f i lnmonr s 1(, :-:-.:::, 101mm long
b) 3 fabric frBgffi~~:S 12 X 12,

7 x J, 15 X 1('

.~: ~o "cave or V3~n ~3keup discernabl
c) "1 veget3'l fibre': x 2.5 mm long
d) 2 smaller fra~~e~rs of fabric

c 1\311
Scrape

One bag 1 fabric fragment 2.6 X 2.1 mm
no weave or yarn makeup
discernable

B'
. Po.'

r\"d One bag 3 fragments' of fabric, 1 cif skin
all compacted ,.;i t h debris, no weave
structure1 . a) fabric, folded, prob, wool

1.9 X .5 mm
b) fabric, appears ribbed, 2 spun

dyed redd i sh-ye l Iov l.S X .7 rom
c) skin 1.2X 1.2mm
d) fabric, not \\'001 i .3 X . ; nun

I
I' -------------------------------------------------
I 4 c IVa One bag fragment of fabric .......:~~

2.2 X 1.4 mm
no weave or yarn makeup
discernable

I
45 B vr r» Four sep. bags 1) nair

I 2) vegetal fibre or straw

'I 3) Labelled thread. Not thread
is a single fila~ent, not spun
Is still flexible vegetal fibre
It is same as fibre in 16A Va

I 4) 35 specjmens. 1 is paper, I is
skin, ·1 wood. Rest appears to be
fabric.I

I
# 20 )rello\{ wool fihre
# 28 2 spun fibre
# 3S heavy red dyed 5 spun single

yarn (3 mIT:.diameter)

1 (29 others are fragments ,,"',erc no
~eave or yarn stru~ture is
discernab 1e)

I
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TABLE 2

\
\

CERAMICS RECOVERED BY TEST CUT AND STRATUM

" .. . -_ ...... .......... _.
!
j){; L r- IVARE BUr·T PASTE RED I;A rillE NW• . ",...r

:'1T
MA.J - ROBI.NS YEL!C;RITN CINGER SLI p ,
OtlCA EGG BLUE orurn L1:An (;I.!\ZI; r: I.i\Zr, OTIII~H BELLARM. WI:STER. allIER WI\RE TOTALS, ._-TC f\

t1 11 10 1 n 0 2 7rFILL 0 I 6 .I.l-- --- ------- ~.._------ ---- - - --..._ ....TC A
'i1 II I I /] " l) () .

, IIClAY -- -----_.,-_. -~ .... ~.- ...... -_. _._._':- ._------- ----- ------ ~_ ........
TC A

~SllR-CLf\Y 0 0 1 () 1 () 0 0 0 0 .
TCB AMONG
ROCKS 0 1 2 L 0 0 0 0 0 L S
TC n
FILL 0 0 2 4 1 2 0 0 0 0 !)
TC B

37CLAY 1 1 to 10 2 7 2 2 2 0.
TC B'
FILL 0 0 5 3 () 1 0 0 0 0 9
TC g' ,

-CLAY 0 0 0 n 11 0 0 0 0 () n---
TC C

5 42 :,4 ,- 61 S 1 'J n IH()FILL S .} L-

TC C
17CLAY 0 1 5 S 0 () 0 0 0 0

TOTAL 7 9 74 H2 20 ss 8 3 () 3 ?>fl7

,"
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T:\BLE 3

RED A,\1) YELLOI\ BRICK A:\iD MORTAR
WEIGHT :\.1\D DEXSITY BY TEST CUT A\D STR.·\TU:-I

;".:~."'·I-·.'"J.

~

;:I
!·:I

I
~;-=-;:.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I :~Te ,.1. TC B Te B' I Te c
GMS/fJ GMS/Ff

.3
G~IS. GHS. G:-1S. . GMS/F1 G~lS. GMS/FT.

~ED BRICK 596.9 184.8 2082 96.8 938 93,S 1620 ·86.2
~LAY flLL

3531 464.5 14. ]·15 ,1167.9 654 290~: 3024 29:i.6

i 'El., BRIO': ~46 44 .23 1.1 223 22.3 208 11.1
c: 'Y FILLr ....... '""\

i 0.370 180.3 2316 183.8 0 0 927 90
I

~~RT~
8-:>:' 96.9 100 4.6 1030 10.').0 I 687 36.5!

CL.\Y FILl.. 1.241,34 63.7 597 47.4 144 64 25.4,



-------------------
~ Ti\BLE 11

SHELL WEIGHT AND nENSITY
BY TEST CUT .J\Nfl(' STJV\TUM

"

"

-- -

Tr. A rc R ""C B' rC C,-- -- ._-_._.- ----- ...... --
FlU. CLi\Y FJ ),1. CLAY FILT. tLAY FILL tLAY.-- ,
r.M~_lcMS/FT'

~ , , 1 'l: GMS/PT3GMS GMS/foT GMS GMS/FT f!.L r;~'S/FT GMS GMS/FT GMS GMS/FT' GMS ~MS/FT.J GMS
STCH -1~)77 lS4.1 5530 727.11 1090 SO.7 14.704 11 {)7. 0 1408 140.8 598 265.8 36,488 1939.E 2350 228.2- ..._--- ----

1.f\t'.1 (SP) 10~
113 14.9 14 2.0 6H, 4H.0 n ] . 1 0 0 451 24.0 75 7.3--

TilER 14 1.8 4 .2 80 h.3 ] .1 0 20 1.1 40 3.911~0 i 3S.3 -0........ _-

nT,\!. __:~._1.7?.. _.~ ...__..~.~}.~-~-~-------1__!.!_~~_____ . I S_•.Y~()_.._. l410 598 :;1 ,_~D_o.. _.2,465.... _ ..• -.- ..- .__ ......-..... ----_._-_._-
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TABLE 5

B01\E COL,~\T, BY CLASS, TEST CUT A;\D STRATU~J 11

Te A TC B Te Bl T~ C "TOTALS
,

-

I . !
!

I FLU [L\';' : FILL CLAY FlU CL:\Y FILL CLAY I
,
I,

f
!

; '> -q
,

_0 ) iCO\\' 2 6 .) 19 1 0 32 16 I" ,
i jI

, SHEEP/GOAT a a I 1 7 1 0 20 1 32 -i
I

!

1
, > ...

PIG 0 0 a 4 1 0 12 2 ~.19 I

*"n\MMAL" 0 5 2 34 13 0 130 56 240

BIRD 0 0 I " 0- 3 0 0 16 15 '36 .c- ,c:

FISH 0 5 I 3 41 5 ·2 325 . 69 450
! I

L~IDENT . a 0 I 0 0 0 1 a 0 1 I,

*2 DOG/CAT, 1 DEER

TABLE 6

PLAI'iTRE:'~-'-.I\S BY CLASS, TEST CUT A;\D STRATlJ"1 (in gms)

.~ ,
I!

T4 C~ Te A Ie B Ie B' TOTALS IFILL CL:\Y FILL CLAY FILL CLAY FILL CLAY j
PEACH 13 12 I :5 45 7 '9 164 7 260 i

_._~ 1
CHERRY 7 2 0 5 1 0 6 2 23
WATERMELO;-';/
PUMPKIN 6 2 0 4 1 a 2 2 17

APRICOT 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2,

HICKORY 8 a 1 11 1 0 17 1 39

HAZLENUT 4 4 1 5 1 0 7 2 24

OTHER Nl.Jf
I

2 -.1 J 0 7 1 0 2 1 14

PTHER VEG. 1 ~o 0 1 0 0 3 1 6

~NIDENT . 4 ':'0 0 6 13 0 22 1 46
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TABLE 7

I'E\5!TY OF ;"lATERIALS I\ THREE STRAT:\:
CL\Y, LOl';FST rILL -y"O :\LI. FILL

(C~lS / FT .))

·;1

i
BRICK - WOOD !

B A C B A C
CLAY 1400 708 407 1275 807 398

I

LO\,'EST C A B C I '.4., B
FILL - .,., 215 2 168 ISS 25..... ~I

ALL C I A B C A B
FILL 13~ 80 . 17 I 155 56 15~

,
I 1

SHELL -\RTIF:\CTS !

B
:.;.--....;:~~~

A C B A C
CLAY 1222 450 239 21 13 7

LOWEST C A B C A B
f) l:L 2413 450 16 37 22 5 I

ALL C A B C A B !"
I

FILL 1699 154 s:f~>' 28 7 4
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T.'\BLE S

"CO~IPARISON OF KITCHEN AND ARCHITECTURAL
ARTIFACT CLASSES BY TEST CUT
lFILL :\XD CLAY' STR.U:\ em-IB I~ED)

, ,
i TC A TC B . ;¥" Te c
f I
1 ;";U~lBER PERCENT )\U~lBER PERCENT MIHBER PERCE\T
1

KITCHEX i .+7 16 74 20 236 ~31

ARCHITECTUR.A.L 165 55 ,77 21 103 19

OTt.(£F. 86 29 2~"" 60 - 209 .: 38

TOTAL 298 373 548

TABLE 9

CO\WARISO~ OF KITCHEN: ARCHITECTURA.L ARTIFACTS
~~D SHELL:BRICK RATIOS BY TEST CUT

(FI LL ..\.'\D CLAY STRATA cmlBI:\ED).

TCA TC B TC C
KITCHEN: 47/165=.28 74/77=.96 236/103=2.29
ARCHITEC.

SHELL: S179/6SQ5=:78 1138119,136=,06 31,900/'Z399=4.31
BRICK

, i
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